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EXPLOITATION OF RUNAWAYS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1985

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY,
DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM, COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND
HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:07 a.m., in room

SD -628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Paula Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Hawkins and Dodd.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS

Senator HAWKINS. Good morning.
We welcome you to this hearing on the subject of the exploita-

tion of runaway children.
The dilemmat., and dangers faced by runaway and homeless chil-

dren are little understood in this country. It is my hope that the
testimony here today will shed light on this grave problem and
draw greater attention to the need for additional funding for sup-
port facilities and training of staff and volunteers at these facilities
that serve runaway and homeless youth.

The number of children that run away from home each year bog-
gles the imagination. It is estimated that between 1 and 4 million
children run away from home each year. Many are driven from the
home by physical or sexual abuse or some other long-term family
problems. In my home State of Florida, approximately 3,000 chil-
dren run away over the course of a single month. That is 20,000 a
year.

The children testify that they are often driven from their homes
by intolerable or dangerous situations. However, it is very difficult
to predict the alternative life these children expect to discov:r on
the streets. Unfortunately, it is very easy to find out the true dis-
coveries of the gutters, sewers, and brothels of our cities.

Runaway and throwaway children are at risk; pornographers,
prostitutes, pimps, and predators prey upon our vulnerable youth.
Their malignant design endangers the safety of all runaway chil-
dren, and we must intervene to help these children, and we must
do it now.

Children on the street discover assault and death. Children on
the treet become dependent on alcohol and drugs. If they are like
the witnesses from the Oscar-nominated documentary, "Street-
wise," our children discover predators who prey upon defenseless
youngsters, and our childrea discover prostitution and self-destruc-
tion. If they are extremely fortunate, our children discover good

(1)
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caring people who operate runaway and youth shelter services and
who provide them with food, medical assistance, and a safe place to
stay.

I am proud to say that there are thousands of dedicated Ameri-
cans who volunteer their time and money to help protect runaway
children. These able and dedicated people are trained professionals
who can make a difference in the lives of our runaway children.

Innocent children have been saved by these excellent shelters
and institutions. More innocent children can be saved from the
dangers of the streets. But there are just too few organizations
working on this problem; there is just too little money, too little
Federal interest, too little State interest, and very little local sup-
port for our children.

Professionals, people armed with proper skills and sufficient
funds, can make a difference. Shelters across the country report
great success with runaway youth; nationwide, 57 percent of all
children who find refuge in shelters are eventually reunited with
their families or placed in a safe living environment. But that is
not enough. Our children need trained professionals, counselors
adept in suicide prevention, in understanding the horrors of sexual
abuse, of drug and alcohol abuse, and of school failure.

But I fear that there are just too few resources focused on this
pressing issue. Last year, one shelter in Tucson, Arizona, turned
away 1,600 children. A recent survey indicated that only 22 to 25
percent of the children who need medical services and shelter can
get it because there are simply not enough funds, beds, or trained
staff. Consequently, many of our children remain vulnerable to dis-
covering the perils of the street.

We have excellent panels assembled today. I feel confident, that
with the help of these people we will finally be able to discover our
own solution to the dangers of the streets.

We will enter into the record at this point the opening statement
of Senator Dodd and a statement by Senator Grass ley.

[The statements of Senators Dodd and Grass ley follow:;

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Senator DODD. This morning we focus on a critical issue facing
hundreds of thousands of runaway children in this country:
namely, the risk of exploitation. Some runaways are exploited sex-
ually. They face the daily risks of serious physical abuse and sexu-
ally transmitted diseases in order to obtain food and shelter.
Others are recruited as drug runners by adults attempting to ma-
nipulate the criminal justice system. As a rule, criminal penalties
for children caught running illicit drugs are less stiff than those
for adults. By offering a young runaway the chance to earn money
for daily survival as a messenger, adult dealers in cocaine, heroin,
and marijuana can escape the chance of being apprehended them-
selves.

We know that the vast majority of children who run away are
leaving intolerable situations. Some have been physically or sexual-
ly abused. Others have been neglected and ignored by parents suf-
fering from alcoholism or dry" abuse. Yet others are throwaways:
They are literally told to get out. Recent surveys indicate an alarm-
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ing increase in the incidence of children being thrown out of their
homes. Some surmise that 40 percent of all so-called runaway chil-
dren are actually throwaways. In my State of Connecticut in 1981,
1,660 children were reported by the police as having run away.
Close to 60 percent of these runaways were girls. Over the past few
years, those numbers have increased.

All in all, in deciding to leave home, these young people are at-
tempting to make rational, adult-like decisions. But what awaits
most of them on the streets is all too often malnourishment, dis-
ease, physical and sexual abuse, and even death. Several thousand
young people disappear each year in this country. Some are mur-
dered. Others commit suicide. And for those runaways who turn to
prostitution, there is now a risk of contracting the fatal disease
AIDS.

The runaway shelters providing services to runaway youth and
their families deserve much praise and recognition. I know we will
learn much this morning. From the witnesses who represent these
frontline agencies. I am especially looking forward to hearing the
testimony of John Cottrell, associate director of the Greater Bridge-
port Council of Churches Shelter is my State of Connecticut. He is
overseeing a new program of street work, designed to reach those
runaways who traditionally do not go to shelters: Namely, those al-
ready involved in drug running or prostitution.

But shelters in Connecticut, Florida, Iowa, and everywhere else
need more than praise. They require support. Of some 525 runaway
shelters across the country, only one -hail are receiving Federal
support under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

Just as importantly, we must work on other initiatives to curb
adults from exploiting children by turning them toward prostitu-
tion or recruiting them as drug runners. For example, I am work-
ing with the Drug Enforcement Administration and with several
colleagues on developing new ways to enforce stiff criminal penal-
ties for those who send children out as drug delivery boys and girls.
I hope that my distinguished colleague from Florida and the other
members of this subcommittee will join me in thia effort.

More work needs to be done on reaching chronic runaways, most
of whom have had contact with social service agencies and have
been labeled "failures." But professionals who work with these
children in shelters and on the streets have had success. So, we
must refashion foster care, special education programs, and °the:
services to help reach these youngsters earlier. In the same
manner, more support needs to be made available to shelters
trying to provide aftercare for runaways who have been reunited
with their families.

In closing, we !." ire the warning signals of the recent report by
the national network of runaway and homeless youth at our own
peril. Of over 200 shelters surveyed by the network, close to one-
third nosed an increase in the number of sexually abused children
coming to them. Close to 30 percent reported an increase in the
physical abuse of runaway children seeking their aid. And 29 per-
cent indicated that the incidence of alcohol and drug abuse is in-
creasing among youth leaving home. I hope to join with my col-
leegues in renewed and greater efforts to combat these problems
facing hundreds and "-tousands of American children.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRASSLEY

Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Hawkins, I commend you for focusing
this hearing today on the exploitation of runaway children. I join
in your commitment to child protection and have supported the
many legislative efforts you have initiated to address problems of
missing, exploited, and abused children.

We are all too familiar with what awaits children when they run
away and try and survive in the streets. We are also familiar with
reluctant police authorities in pursuing cases involving missing
children, believing matters concerned with runaways or some other
domestic dispute to be insignificant for their involvement.

But as we shall hear today, the chances of victimization is far too
common. I have read recently that the statistical chances of being
sexually victimized jumps from 30 percent at home, to 85 percent
on the street if the child is a runaway. If arrested, die chances of
being sexually victimized while in detention jumps from 85 to 100
percent. These figures are frightening.

We in this room know that no child who is abused is a mere sta-
tistic. Any legislative initiatives we pursue should take into ac-
count the predatory role of chicken hawks, pimps, and adult pedo-
philes these children may encounter in or out of jail. Furthermore,
the problem of substance abuse can greatly complicate the sexual
abuse situations in which these children find themselves. We also
need to realize that runaways are symptomatic of family dysfunc-
tion.

Tragically, in my own State of Iowa, the current economic farm
crisis has claimed many victims, not the least of which is the grow-
ing numbers of runaway youth and teen suicide. We are seeing a
sevenfold increase of runaways in Iowa. These runaways are the
most obvious and extreme evidence of the stress descending on our
rural youth They are reacting to emotional stress, physical abuse
or the trauma of a failed family farm of business or perhaps to
escape the chaos of an alcoholic family.

It is because of these problems in Iowa that I am pleased to wel-
come to this hearing today, Ms. Sue Gehring, coordinator of the
Iowa Runaway, Homeless, and Missing Youth Prevention/Educa-
tion Center which is connected with the Youth and Shelter Serv-
ices, Inc., and the South Central Youth and Family Services. This
network developed a system across its 17-county coverage area to
identify, within their home communities, runaway youth and their
families and to provide services within the very rural portions of
that area.

Ms. Gehring, thank you for coming.
Senator HAWKINS. Our first witness is r-ircas 'lardy, Assistant

Secretary for Human Development Services, at the Department of
Health and Human Services. She has brought with her Paget
Wilson Hinch, the Associate Commissioner for Family and Youth
Services.

We welcome you and look forward to your testimony.
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STATEMENT OF DORCAS HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY
PAGET WILSON HINCH, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR
FAMILY AND YOUTH SERVICES
Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Senator. It is a pleasure to be here.
I would like to highlight parts of our Runaway and Homeless

Youth Program that relate to your request for information on the
vulnerability of young Americans to drug dealers and to those who
would exploit them sexually.

As you know, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program pro-
vides support and guidance to 273 youth centers or shelters across
the country, in all of our States. In addition, vie fund the National
Runaway and Youth Suicide Switchboard, a nationwide, toll-free
hotline that responds each year to more than 250,000 calls from
troubled or runaway youtt and from their parents.

Each center offers safet r to our runaway and homeless youth.
Basic services include short-term shelter for up to 2 weeks, and as
you referred earlier, employment services, counselling, psychologi-
cal services, et cetera.

Key to the centers' programs are outreach activities, which make
youth aware of the centers and their services and get them off the
streets. Of the roughly 300,000 children who are served by our cen-
ters, most of them, fortunately, are not runaways, not yet. They
are very troubled youth who are attracted to the centers by their
outreach activities.

Another about 70,000 of them are runaways or homeless, and
they do receive overnight shelter as well as counseling and other
services. About 25 percent of them stay up to 3 nights; however,
the majority of the youth have run fewer than 10 miles from home,
and about one - quarter of the youth have run between two and five
times previously.

Fourteen percent of our youth who receive shelter, about 10,000
young people, indicated that they had been pushed out of their
homes, under their definition. However, about 1,600only about
1,600were ultimately unable to return home because their par-
ents would not accept their presence. So we have many, we believe,
successes to report.

About 90 percent of the youth who enter the shelters are reunit-
ed with their families, or guardians, or are placed in another
family-type setting. We have another 6 percent or so who are
placed in boarding schools or other institute. But it is that 7 per-
cent of our youth who are receiving services in the shelters who do
return to the streets.

The outreach programs have been a real critical component of
the centers' work, and as they deal with the street youth directly,
and they are located in many places, in what we call combat zones,
or wherever juvenile prostitutes might be found or congregate.

In many communities, those persons who most often come in con-
tact with runaway youthwhether they are bus terminal employ-
ees, whether they are police, travelers aidare briefed on the loca-
tion and services of our shelters, and we work closely with them.
Those youth who do stay out on the street are very likely to en-
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counter sexual exploitation, to be introduced to drugs, and the pur-
pose of our centers' outreach centers is to reach these kids before
they are caught up in the street life or become victims of pimps or
drug pushers.

Both youth who use hard drugs or engage in prostitution are
among, clearly, the most difficult to treat, but we believe we have a
critical role. We are trying to get the serious victims started on the
road to permanent recovery, through initial support in the form of
shelter, medical care, and counseling, and especially those who are
drug dependent.

The staff and the volunteers are very well-trained and, we be-
lieve, are certainly equal to the task. Many centers often use peer
counselors, young people, usually volunteers who have been given
extensive training. Some of them are former runaways themselves
and they can clearly gain the confidence of the kids.

The problems of sexual exploitation, prostitution, pornography
especially, is most acute in the big cities. Our centers are certainly
well aware of the problem, and we have devised a number of specif-
ic solutions.

As I said, shelters are often located in the tough areas of town,
near bus stations, red light districts, and where the kids are going
to fall into bad hands.

One particular exampleand it will be shown in the film,
"Streetwise"is Orion House in Seattle, WA. We have been very
supportive of them, and I am sure you will get further testimony.
But basically, counselors are out there on the streets at night; they
are working with the kids; they provide them emergency shelter
and preventive medical care and emergency medical care, food,
clothing, counseling. And having visited Orion and been out there
in Seattle, I think it is an excellent program.

We have also tried in the last 3 years to develop special efforts in
the area of sexually exploited runaway and homeless kids. We have
funded several agencies in New York City, the human resources
department, the police department and the youth bureau, all to
work together on how we can get these kids, first, off the streets,
and second, to turn them toward a better lifestyle. That has also
been in conjunction with the Trailways Program, which I know you
are familiar with, Operation Home Free, where if you are going
home, you can get a free bus ride home.

We have also been active at Project LUCK, out in Portland, OR.
Again, the kids have been taken off the streets and put into safer
environments. At the end of that crisis period out in Oregon, we
found that 80 percent 3f the kids were still in the program 3
months later, and they have a good prognosis for permanent turna-
round. So we have had some very good successes.

Another example has been working with the National Associa-
tion of Counties. They have spread out into three areasRochester,
Baltimore, and the Metro Miami/Dade County area. In Miami, we
have worked closely with the police department and social workers
in that area, and a police member of the team goes out after the
pimp or the adult who is purchasing the services of the juvenile
and the social worker is there to help the kids. NACO is seeing
that all these projects spread out through their county network,
and we are real pleased about that.

10
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We have also this year taken on some special projects in the area
of dealing with kids who have been abused, sexually abused at
home, who come into the shelters and some additional training of
our staff through networking throughout the country.

I would like to just leave one positive note on this, though it is a
tough subject, and tell you a story about Sarah. Sarah is a 14-year-
old girl who wa3 engaged in prostitution and who was first contact-
ed on the streets of one of our larger cities by our shelter outreach
team. She had started running away after having been sexually
abused at the age of 10 by her stepfather. By the age of 14, she had
been detained 15 times by the juvenile justice authorities of her
city. She was no longer living with her mother and stepfather, but
with her pimp, who abused her regularly.

She had a number of sexually transmitted diseases, used drugs
moderately and alcohol heavily. The first conversatic,i that Sarah
had with her outreach workers was inconclusive, but after a few
weeks, she started coming in for medical treatment, and after a
few weeks more, she came to the shelter for 2 weeks to get away
from her pimp.

Out of all this came her stopping using of drugs and alcohol. She
started counseling, and from the shelter she went into fester care
with a single mother who provided a very safe environment.

There is a very positive end to this story. They are not always
this way, but I think it is good news that Sarah is now 171/2; she is
still with her foster mother. She is looking at how to have a more
independent living arrangement. She is still under counseling. She
is free from any kind of alcohol and drug addiction, and she has
completed her G.E.D., graduated from high school, and plans to
enter junior college to prepare a certificate in clerical and office
skills.

So there are some very good stories to tell.
Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hardy follows:]
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Senator Hawkins and members of the Subcommittee, I am Dorcas

!lardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services of the

Dep,rtment of Health and Human Services. I an delighted to have

this opportunity to testify before your Subcommittee on

Lnildren, Family, Drugs, and Alcohol ;tn. Accompanying me is

Mrs. Paget Wilson Hinco, Associate Commissioner of the

Adm,nistratioi, for Children, Youth, and Families. Mrs. Hinch is

in cha ge of the Family and Youth Services Bureau, which among

other responsibilities manages the Runaway and Homeless Youth

Program.

In my statement today, I will highlight those parts of the

program related to your request for information on the

vulnerability of young Americans to drug dealers and to ttose

who would exploit them sexually.

I also wish to make several comments about the training an,

professional developmem of the counselors, including

volunteers, in the youth shelters we fund and about our

commitment to early prevention of youth problems as well as to

treatmeot of already existing problems.

' The Runaway and Homeless Youth Program now provides financial

support and guidance to 273 youth centers or shelters across the

country. These 'enters are found in all 50 States, in the

13
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District of Columbia, and in the six associated U.S. Territories

and Commonwealths in the Caribbean and the Pacific.

In additio,, we fund the National Runaway and Youth Suicide

Switchboard, a nationwide, toll-free hotline that responds each

year to over 250,000 calls from troubled or runaway youth and

from their parents.

Each cen'er offers safety to runaway and homeless youth. Basic

service include short-term shelter for up to two weeks, food,

emergency medical checkups and care, counseling, and other

eaucaticnal, legal, and employment services and referrals.

Key to the centers' programs are out each activities, which make

youth aware of the centers and get the youth off the streets,

and aftercare, which follows up with youth and their famili

and sees that the original problems are resolved.

Each year, about 300,000 troubled young people walk through the

doc,rs of these shelters to receive the full attention of

committed, experienced, and professional counselors.

Of the roughly 306,000 youth who are served by the centers each

year, most of them -- about 225,000 -- are not runaways, not

yet. They are troubled youth who are attracted to the centers

by their outreach activities, ana the centers help these youth

14
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and their families to resolve problems before a runaway episode

Occurs.

Another 70,000 or so of these youth are runaways or homeless,

and they receive overnight shelter as well as counseling and

other services. We do not have specific figures on how long

these children stay at the shelters -- but estimate about 25

percett stay one to three nights, and the remainder from four

nights up to the two week maximum. The majority of the youth

had run fewer than 10 miles from home. Nearly a quarter of the

youth had run away between two and five times previously.

Fourteen percent of the youth who received shelter -- nearly

10,000 young people -- indicated that they had been "pushed out"

of their homes. wheti-?r a youth has been pushed out or is a

"throwaway" depends in part on the youth's and the family's

perception at the time. While as many as 10,000 initially said

they had been pushec out, only about 1,600 were ultimately

unable to return home because their parents would not accept

their presence.

We are heartened to sce that even in such extreme situatioqs --

where a youth may have been pushed out by hit or her family --

timely intervention and counseling can resolve the vast majority

of these cases.

is
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He etIrtatr that there may be as many as 260 other runaway

-hrltPrs In the country, in addition to tne 273 which we fund,

0-ich are also providing crisis intervention services. If their

experience is anything like that of the feccrally-funded

shelters, then they are serving another 200,000 youth, of whom

as many as 26,000 could be runaway and homeless youth in nee: of

shelter.

we have many successes to report. Eighty-seven percent of the

youth who enter the shelters are reunited with their families or

guardians or are placed in other family-type settings. Another

six percent are placed in boarding schools or other institutions.

The record =till is not perfect. Seven percent of the youth

receiving services in the shelters we fund return to tne streets.

We do not have solid figures on how many of the youth seen at

our centers have lieen sexually abused before they ran away. But

the centers tell us that the proportion is on the rise, and we

are working with them to give more emphasis to the needs of this

special sub-population of runaway and homeless youth, and to

clirity the dimensions of the problem.

The outreach programs of runaway youth centers are the first

line of prevention, to keep young people off the s'.reets, or to

1171t the time they are out on the stre,.t and vuln,.able.

16
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Outreach begins with publicity: in the schools, in areas where

young people congregate, and at truck stops and PTA meetings and

other places where adults who know of runaways can be informed

of the services available.

About a third of the youth who come :o the centers are

self-referred, having learned of the availability of services

from outreach publicity or by word of mouth from other youth.

Others are referred by policy or by school systems.

But the most critical aspect of ue centers' outreach program is

their work with street youth who would not come to the centers

on their own. Outreach activities include the use of street

workers who go to areas wnere runaways congregate -- certain

parks, or a "combat zone" where juvenile prostitutes are found,

or the bus and train stations here runaways first arrive.

In major communities, those persons who most often come in

contact with runaway youth -- bus teLminal employees, police,

Travelers Ala -- are briefed on the location and services of the

nearest youth she*.ers. Elsewhere, the centers work with truck

°rivers and truck stop operators to identify runaway and

homeless youth and refr them to a shelter.

%hat we do know is that runaway and homeless youth who stay out

on the street are very likely to encounter sexual exploitation,
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or be introduced to drugs, or both. The purpose of the centers'

outreach programs is to reach youth before they get caught up in

street life, or become the victims of pimps or drug pushers.

A youth calling on the toll-free hotls s given the address

and phone number of the nearest shelter and directions on how to

get there. A call to the shelte: elicits an offer of free

transportation.

Put coming into one of the shelters is voluntary. A number of

runaway and homeless youth choose not to come -- and they are

often the youtn who are most in need.

Each runaway or homeless youth coming into one of the shelters

is asked his or her reasons for leaving home and being on the

streets. The most common reason given is aifficulty in

communicating with parents. Other reasons cited are poor self

image, emotional or physical neglect by parents, and at times,

abuse by parents and ot'ers.

In the minority of cases, the reasons are heavy drug use or a

wish to escape from street prostitution.

Our e>perience is that services are most acceptable to those

youth wno nave oily recently run away or wno have not run very

far from home or who are merely thinking of running away. Our
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services are most acceptable to and effective for those youth

who are not yet into hard arugs and prostitution.

4uwever, the longer a youth lives on the streets, the more

likely he or she is to become drug dependent or sexually

exploited, and the less likely he or she is to accept an offer

of help.

Though youth who use hare' drugs or who engage in prostitution

are among the most difficult to treat of all, we have a critical

role.

This role is getting the serious victim started on the road to

permanent recovery through our initial support in the form of

shelter, meaical care, counseling, and so forth. We make the

start through initial crisis intervention and referral, but the

long-tern intervention is shared by other community agencies

that give long-term support, such as centers specifically

oesigrec to counsel drug dependent youth.

The centers have a strong crevention focus and try to help

troubled youth, before tney get hopelessly entangled in drugs or

prostitution. But if they are already in such profound trouble,

we try to arrange the long-term services they need.
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The staff and volunteers who work in the runaway and homeless

youth cente s are equal to the task. The staff are principally

people trained in social work or counseling, and they receive

additional training in the areas of youth and family

counseling. Many centers also use peer counselors -- young

people, usually volunteers, who are given extensive training and

who are supervised by a professional counselor or social

worker. Centers have also found it effective, in some cases, to

use young people as outreach workers. Many of them are former

runaways themselves, who can gain the confidence of street youth.

All shelter staff receive periodic in-service training to

supplement their professional education and to help them sharpen

their skills. The shelters also require volunteers to undergo

an extensive training program. One can't just walk in off the

street and become a volunteer at a runaway and homeless youth

center. In addition to training, volunteers who work as

counselors, house parents, and in other roles which bring them

in contact with children are also screened to be sure they Are

suitable for youth work.

We have had no know instances of abuse by staff or volunteers of

federally-funded centers, and we hope that through interviews,

careful screening, and close superv.sion we can prevent any su-h

occurrence.
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In addition to specific training programs, over the last several

years we have developed in each cf the ten Federal regions a

network composed of many of the best, most qualified counselors

and staff members in each region Through workshops, staff

exchanges, newsletters, and computer bulletin boards, the

experience of the best is shared across all the centers.

Also, we have begun a series of annual meetings with the leaders

of these networks at which we determine the training needs of

the staffs of individual centers. These training needs in turn

will become the training programs of the ensuing year.

Improving outreach to prevent the exploitation of runaway and

homeless youth, and counseling for youth who have been

exploited, will be among the most important training and

technical assistance topics in the coming year.

Another mechanism for dealing with problems such as sexual

exploitation, separate from the training program, is through the

Office of Human Development Services Coordinated Discretionary

Program. As we learn of new services problems and Issues, we

use the l_scr=f13nary program to develop new service models for

use by our centers and other service providers.

Teen prostitution has been the subject of such demonstration

programs in recent years, and as a result we have developed
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models for working with this most desperate segment of the youth

population.

The problem of sexual exploitation of youth in all its forms --

prostitution and pornography especially -- is most acute in he

big cities. Our centers In the big cities are well aware of the

problem and we have devised a number of specific solutions. I

would like to tell you of some of these in detail.

In the big cities, as a matter of course, our shelters are often

located downtown, near bus stations, and even near red light

d)stricts. These aLe tne neighborhoods where runaway and

homeless youth often congregate, and also the neighborhoods

where youth are most likely to fall into the hands of pimps and

pornographers. By locating our centers in or near these areas,

our staff are able to easily meet the youth and tell them of our

services. Youth at risk are often able to walk to safe-1.

In the big cities, we have some of our most successful outreach

programs, designed especially to reach this vulnerable

population.

As one example among many, I cite Orion House in Seattle,

Washington. The Orion House methods are repeated with

modifications in many crowded urban areas across the country.

Orion House has one of our most effective outreach programs.
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Here, teams of two counselors, usually a man and a woman; are

physically on the streets six nights a week until 11:00 p.m. or

midni0t. They work in the city center and the other downtown

areas where youth congregate. By being on the street, highly

visible, every night, they get to know the youth, and gradually

gain their trust.

They explain the services Orion Honse offers: medical care, for

example. Twice a week the outreach workers bring a mobile

health unit to the street, dispensing bandaids, giving checkups

and shots when needed, and even giving prenatal care, because

many of the young women are pregnant.

They offer short term shelter, tood, and clothing. They offer

help in finding long-term shelter, and academic and employment

counseling.

They also offer psychological counseling, because many of the

youth have se"ere psychological problems resulting from their

activities on the street, and also from the abusive family

situations in whicn many of them were reared. The outreach

workers try to catch the youth the very night they arrive on the

street, and this sometimes happens.

With variations, we have many big city shelters compart.ble to

Orion House. Their common characteristics are intensive
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outreach and the core services, such as short-term shelter and

counseling, that get the youth started toward a new, safe

lifestyle.

In addition to the services we offer through the 273 shelters we

sponsor across the country, ana of which I cite Orion House as

an .xample, we have funded and continue to fund demonstration

projects that deal specifically with the problems of sexual

exploitation of youth. These are short-term projects in which

we develop new methods of dealing with acute problems.

Since Fiscal Year 1982, OHDS has given special effort to

developing service models to deal with problems of sexually-

exploited runaway and homeless youth. For example, in 1984 we

funded three cooperating agencies in New York City to combat

juvenile prostitution, with an initial concentrated effort in

the Times Square area. Through outreach workers on the streets,

contacts are made with youth just starting as prostitutes but

not yet fully committed to prostitution as a lifestyle.

The three New York City agencies -- the Department of Human

Resources, the Police Department, and the Youth Bureau --

provide medical an.5 social services, counseling, and in

cooperation with "Opeiltion Home Free" of Trail ,ays, Inc., try

to reunite the youth with trier parents whenever possible. The

collaboration has been successful in removing youth from the
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street,, in keeping youth out of the juvenile justice system,

and alo, in getting youth back home.

Project LUCK is a three county collaboration based in Portland,

Oregon oesignea to reduce juvenile prostitution and to get youth

off tne streets and ,nto safe environments. In Portland, as in

other large urban areas, homeless youth often engage in

prostitution as the only way they see of surviving. The

collaboration first of all provides short-term emergency

services -- housing, food, medical care, clothing and

trar.,dortation.

Those youth who make a commitment to try to leave this lifestyle

-- about 10 percent -- are offered longer-term care with

services provided by a network of social serv,-e agencies.

Considerable success is reported. Of those youth who at the end

of the crisis period make a commitment to change their

lifestyle, b0 percent are still in the program three months

later, with a good prognosis for a permanent turnaround.

Projec, LUCK also has an extensive public eoucation program that

has succeeded in alerting the entire Portland area to the

existence of the problem, to the dangers for the youth involved,

and to the availability of help.
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in another example, a grant in 1984 to the National Association

of Counties (NACO), which has over 2000 member counties and

affiliates across the country, created three major demonstration

sites to combat sexual exploitation of juveniles. The sites are

in Miami/Metro Dade County, Florida; Monroe County/Rochester in

New York; and Baltimore City in Maryland.

In Miami, for example, teams composed of a member of the police

department and a social worker are being formed and trained.

When the team discovers an episode of sexual exploitation of a

juvenile, the police member of the team goes after the pimp or

the aault purchasing the services of the juvenile, while the

social worker is available to help the child. Funding for this

demonstration project will be continued by the Miami/Dade County

government. Similar projects were established at the other

sites. The program has a large training component for public

workers and a community education program. After the project

ends at the end of this year, NACO will develop models and

training materials for all member counties and affiliates.

These demonstration projects show that we are constantly seeking

to improve our approaches to the problem of sexual exploitation

of youth. However, I want to emphasize that staff members of

all our shelters are also aware of the problem, and that they

have developed over the years many of the central skills and

services required to help these troubled youth.
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I would like to conclude my testimony by telling you the story

of Sarah, a 14 year olC yirl engaged in prostitution who was

first contacted on the street of -ne of our larger cities by a

shelter outreach team.

Sarah had Ftarted running . +ay after having been sexually abused

at the age of 10 by her stepfather by the age of 14, she had

been detained 15 times by the Juvenile Justice authorities of

her city. She was no longer liv'nq with her mother and

stepfather, but with her pimp, who abused her regularly. She

had a number of sexually transmitted diseases and used drugs

moderately and alcohol heavily.

TAe first conversa'ton with our outreach workers on the street

was inconclusive, but after a few weeks she started to come to

them for medical treatment. After several more weeks she agreed

to come to the shelter for two .....eks, to get away from her pimp.

Once clt from under the control of her pimp, she stcpped using

drugs and alcohol. At the shelter she started psycholog' 1

counseling, to work out all the trauma of abuse by her

stepfather and pimp.

From the shelter, she went into foster care with a single mother

who provided a safe home atmosphere. While in foster %..are, she
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picked up her schooling, which she had abandoned when she

entered prostitution.

Sarah is now 17 and 1/2 years old. She is still with her foster

mother, though she is thinking about a more independent living

arrangement. She is continuing her psychological counseling.

She seems to he free from her earlier drug and alcohol

addiction. She has completed her GED and plans to enter junior

college to prepare a certificate in clerical skills.

This concludes my formal testimony. I will be happy to answer

any questions you might have.
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you for the excellent role you have
played in these success stories. I have enjoyed working with you.

I am very involved in missing children, as you know, and from
the beginning, I have asserted that children who are runaways or
homeless should be included in our definition of missing children
because these children need end deserve our help. I hear from
some sectors that these children are not in danger, that they left
home voluntarilysuch as Sarah, who you have just mentioned
and that they will go back home.

Do you have any numbers on how many children do not leave
home voluntarily?

Ms. HARDY. When we look at what we call throwaways, the ones
who come to uswe have about 6,000 kids; about 9 percent of our
children are estimated to be throwaways and though I do not
have a direct correlation in front of me, I would venture to guess
that many of those children, because they have been thrown away,
are not always the ones who return home.

But as I testified, we have a pretty good success rate. Of the ones
who come to the center, of those 6,000 who say they are thrown
away, about 4,000 do go home.

Senator HAWKINS. Are runaway children more likely to return
home after they have received services and counseling at a run-
aay or youth center?

Ms. HARDY. Not all children who are classified as runaways in
this country come through the shelter system. But I think any
child is more likely to return to a safe environment if they have
some extra support and some excellent counseling. In some cases,
that :s not the family, but in over half of our cases, it is the family,
and the rest of them, we at least can place them in foster care or
some other guardian or relative situation. So I think it is that sup-
port mechanism, whether it comes from us or whether it comes
from our shelter system, or whether it comes from another system
throughout the country.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you have any estimate of the number of
children who are never heard from again once they leave home?

Ms. HARDY. Do you mean in terms of the numbers that have
been used by the Missing Children's Bureau, in that area?

Senator HAWKINS. No; in your area.
Ms. HARDY. I do not have that, no. I think the ones that we all

generally use are approximate' 5,000 kids, nationwide.
Senator HAWK/NS. That a. .rever heard from agail.
Ms. HARDY. Yes, nationwide.
Senator HAWKINS. What you are telling me, then, is that all chil-

dren should not be returned to their homes; there are some homes
that are not safe environments for the children, and that is why
they run away in the first place.

Ms. HARDY. I think that is true in some cases. But they are often
able returned to relatives or friends, maybe not the parents,
to go ...Ito the foster care system and then, hopefully we can move
into ar )ther subject, that we can get some of these kids adopted, as
well.

But there are relatives, friends, or other support systems, and
some of them do not go home. We show that 40 percent of our chil-
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dren are not placed :Jack with their parents; 54 percent go back to
families, the parents.

Senator HAwanqs. Do the parents of runs way children also re-
ceive services under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act?

Ms. HARDY. Certainly, we encourage them strongly to participate
in the counseling that that child gets at the runaway shelter. And
as we said, many of the children do not run far, and the shelters
are often used for counseling of them, and they certainly work very
closely with the parents. In fact, having been in a Florida situation
over on the West Coast of Florida in a shelter recently, two of the
girls that I talked to, one of them, the parents were involved, and
the other one, the counselors were trying to get the parents in-
volved, and that was difficult. So there is both kinds.

Senator HAWKINS. Can you explain the networking grants that
you have been talking about and why they are needed?

Ms. HARDY. The Runaway and Homeless Youth Burea put to-
gether the networking grants this year, where we would have an
opportunity to have the shelters work with some small dollars,
work together across either State lines, or within State lines, or in
the Federalregional lines. And we feel that they will be able to
share a lot of their technical assistance with each other. There are
some things in the Southeast, for example, tha Georgia does, that
perhaps Florida should be doing, and these kinds of interactions,
we think are very positive.

Senator HAwanqs. Is the Federal Government the only source of
funding for these shelters?

Ms. HARDY. No. What we have found through Inspector Gener-
al's reports and our other data is that our contribution to the cost
of running the shelter is about 25 percent. So they are supported
by their local, whether it is public or private sector, dollars that
come into the shelters.

Senator HAWKINS. Does the private sector do a lot in this area?
Ms. HARDY. I think the private sector, thanks to much of the

comments that you have been making publicly, is doing a lot more,
and I think there are some things we could get them to do more.
But they have really been supportive. The Trailways piece; in Colo-
rado, they are doing an Amnesty Day, through the Mountain Bell
Pioneers, and using all those volunteers to take the phone calls for
kids, just before Thanksgiving, to say, "Halt. Everybody can go
home, and let us try and patch this all up, and we will have one
day of amnesty." That is all being done by the private sector. I
would like to see that go nationwide.

There are a lot of good examples around the country.
Senator HAWKINS. Well, thank you so much, Dorcas. You have

been of great assistance to us in trying to solve this problem, which
is probably centuries old, but quite disturbing in a civilized society.

Ms. HARDY. Absolutely.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator VAWKINS. Our next witness will be Cheryl McCall, a re-

porter for Life Magazine. Welcome, Cheryl.
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STATEMENT OF CHERYL McCALL, NEW YORK, NY, REPORTER
FOR LIFE MAGAZINE, AND PRODUCER OF "STREETWISE"

Ms. McCALL. Good morning, Senator. Thank you for having me
here.

I thought it would be most effective if I could begin by showing
you just some excerpts from "Streetwise", the documentary about
the kids, which developed from the Life Magazine article that we
did in 1983. Then, after that, I would like to give you my remarks.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you. I believe the title of your story in
1983 was "Streets of the Lost"?

Ms. MCCALL. Correct.
Senator HAWKINS. And that formed the basis for this compelling

story.
Ms. McCALL. Yes, this film was developed directly from it.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
[Videotape shown.]
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you very much.
Senator Dodd has just joined us. Senator Dodd, do you have a

statement?
Senator DODD. No, Madam Chairman.
Senator HAwitms. Cheryl, please continue.
Ms. McCALL. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
Any child who runs away must depend upon the kindness of

strangers. Most often, these strangers are pimps recruiting fresh,
young faces; drug dealers searching for new customers, even if they
are 12 years old; pornographers interested in child bodies; and
droves of chicken hawks and tricks who are sexually excited by
children. Sometimes, these strangers are killers. In Seattle, 32 of
these young runaway girls have been hacked to pieces by a serial
murderer called the Green River Killer. He is still at large today.
Last week when I wrote this, I said "29," Senator; it is now 32 who
have been killed.

Rarely do runaways meet someone who does not pose a threat or
want to exploit them. These children, as young as 11 and 12, are
prime targets for the least cunning exploiter. They are desperate,
usually alone and frightened, naive, and in constant danger. Like
you and me, they need food and shelter, but have no means of ob-
taining either. By the time they hit the streets of America, they
have been so damaged by the physical and sexual abuse and ne-
glect in their homes that they believe they are worthless. Their
self-respect is so low that they think performing oral sex on an
aging businessman for $40 is all Orly deserve in life. They think
that suffering from multiple venereal diseases [pause]this still
upsets methey think that suffering from multiple venereal dis-
eases before they even reach puberty is normal.

And, like De Wayne, in "Streetwise", many commit or attempt
suicide.

A 1983 study by the New York Psychiatric Institute found that
over 33 percent of runaway girls and 19 percent of the boys had
attempted suicide. That is more than half, 52 percent, of the 1 mil-
lion who run away each year. Studies tell us that a teenager will
commit suicide every 90 minutes in the United States.
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These children need help. Few of them receive it from their fami-
lies or this society. At a recent conference on Youth In Crisis, Dr.
Lee Salk, the noted child psychiatrist and pediatrician, gave us the
four ingredients he has found necessary for the psychological sur-
vival of our children.

I thought about the children in "Streetwise" as I listened, and I
knew he was right. Briefly, to paraphrase Dr. Salk, a child needs to
feel important in this world to have self-esteem, to develop self-re-
spect. A child needs to feel significant in the life of at least one
other person. A child needs to feel accepted regardless of strengths
and weaknesses, to be accepted for his own individuality. Finally, a
child needs to feel he has some control over his life, that he is not
helpless and subject to the whims of adults.

What runaway or homeless child in America feels these things?
A teenage prostitute might feel significant in the life of her pimp,
but that quickly disappears the first time he beats her for holding
back a few dollars. Her earnings are her only significance to him.
What child who has been kicked out and thrown away by his par-
ents feels accepted and in control of his life? What child stripped of
his or her clothes, posing nude for $10 a photo, as they do in Seat-
tle, feels self-respect?

As a journalist, I have visited and reported on Calcutta, Bangla-
desh, Haiti, South America, and most recently, Ethiopia. I have
had to bear witness to terrible human suffering, poverty, and de-
spair. When I researched my story on runaways for LIFE in 1983,
these children strongly reminded me of the "pavement dwellers" of
Calcutta. They were hungry, homeless, begging and selling their
bodies to survive.

Here in the United States, supposedly the richest, most powerful,
and most compassionate Nation on Earth, our children were re-
duced to this. Every child prostitute, both boys and girls, that I
have met started out as a runaway. Not one of them willingly
chooses this degredation as a lark or an adventure. The simple fact
is that they have nothing but themselves to sell.

Before you pass judgment on these kids and before you vote on
expenditures for the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, I suggest
you and your colleagues from the Appropriations Committee spend
1 week on the streets. Go like 1 million American kids dowithout
credit cards or money, without a change of clothes, without a roof
over your head or a floor to lock to keep you in safety. Stand in the
middle of America's skid rows and fend for yourselves among the
pimps, thieves, muggers, drug dealers, rapists, pornographers, and
tricks ready to pounce on you at the first sign of vulnerability. Be
subjected to the terrifying ritual of "choose or lose", in which the
pimps give you a choice of picking one of them as your master, or
being beaten or killed if you refuse. Or try to withstand a "charge"
in which a gang of them attack like the cavalry, strip you of your
clothes and any money you have earned for being an "outlaw,"
which is begging or turning tricks without the so-called protection
of a pimp.

I have witnessed these things, and they are barbaric. Try to
maintain your dignityand your sanityin these conditions. Then
imagine your own sons, daughters, grandchildren, or any loved one
in those circumstances.
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While you are out there on the streets, try to find any one of the
precious few resources evaitable to children under 18 who have no
high school diploma, no skills and no address. Try to find a job, a
free place to sleep, or a free meal if you are under 18.

In Seattle, there are 1,000 homeless youngsters on the street, and
only 8 beds available each night in the shelter. By comparison,
there are 900 beds available each night to transients over 18 in
that city. The winos are treated a lot better than the kids.

In New York, there are 20,000 homeless kids and less than 300
beds at any given time. This kind of disparity exists in every urban
area in the United States which hosts a runaway population.

While you are out there on the streets, try explaining the nation-
al deficit and belt-tightening measures to the kid eating out of the
garbage dumpster and to the 13-year-old with VI) and a black eye
who has to gross $200 before her pimp will let her rest.

As Shadow said to me: "The Government thinks if it makes it
hard enough on the streets, we will go homebut there is no place
to go."

You might well think that this is a problem for families to solve.
But you cannot legislate that parents love their children. You
cannot legislate that violence, alcoholism, sexual abuse, and di-
vorce be eradicated from their homes. And believe me, you cannot
keep kids from running away from intolerable homes.

But you can legislate help for them once they hit the streets. We
need enough programs and enough well-trained caring outreach
workers to intervene quickly before these children become trapped
in the criminal st.oculture. A few studies report that one in three
runaways becomes a prostitute within 48 hours of leaving home. I
witnessed that myself on the streets of Seattle in the cure of Shel-
lie. One day she was a 13-year-old, straight-A student with a paper
route, and within a few days, she was turning tricks under duress
from Patti and Munchkin, her so-called benefactors on Pike Street.
You saw that excerpt in the film.

This is a country which spends billions on everything from Star
Wars to filling potholes, but allocates only $23.25 million a year to
the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act. This country spends $60
million on one MX missile and only $23.25 per year on a runaway
child. This is also a country which spends $7,000 on a "Mr. Coffee'
machine, but cannot give a meal to a homeless kid. Our priorities
are sadly skewed, and we are already bearing the price as a socie-
ty.

This is clearly a case where an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure. If we do not salvage them quickly, they become
criminals themselvesalcoholics, drug addicts, mental health
cases, prostitutes, and eventually, welfare recipients.

I have personally done stories on five of them, ages 14 to 17, who
became killers. Two them were girls who stabbed an elderly
woman 28 times for all 9f $10. In every case, their home lives were
horrific and running away their only option.

We continue to ignore this problem at our own peril. It is not ex-
aggerated, and it is not mythical. If anything, I have understated
the grim reality of it and spared you many of the sordid details. If
you can spare 92 minutes to watch the complete version of "Street-
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wise" this afternoon, you are welcome; I am leaving it here for the
committee.

I would like to close with the thought that the situation is not
hopeless. With more funding and better services, these children canbe salvaged. If we as a society put he effort into our children that
we expend on the space program, or spend as much on them as we
do on defense, it would clearly make a difference. I am not so fool-ish as to believe this administration would match the $40 million
an hour it budgets for defense on mere children, with no political
clout and no lobbyists; but I am hopeful that perhaps the United
States could forego building just one MX missile and invest that
$60 million in these children. Iii terms of simple cost effectiveness,
it seems like commonsense to me.

We have done what we can by making this film to increase
public awareness and encourage more effective solutions to theproblem.

It is now up to you, the Senate and the House, and within your
power, to make a difference in the lives of kids like Tiny, Shellie,Rat, and DeWayne.

Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much, Cheryl. Your testimony

is very moving. Your research and your results are equally compel-
ling for this Nation to act. And as you stated, children do not vote,
they do not have lobbyists, and they do not have a PAC. So we
need more people like you to raise our awareness level to the crises
that our children are facing on the streets.

I was amazed at the families' responses in your movie to the factthat their children were on the street. One mother could not un-
derstand why her teenage daughter did not respect the man who
had sexually abused her as a child, and the other mother stated
this was just a phase her daughter was going through.

I think there is a big difference between accepting the child and
accepting prostitution.

Runaways, in my experience, come from all walks 'ife, and
this crosses all socio-economic levels. They come froth intact fami-
lies as w:11 as broken homes. In your experience, is theca a
common denominator or a warning sign that would delineate achild who is at risk of becoming a runaway?

Ms. McCAu, Well, it starts in the home. I have never met achild yet, as a runaway, who carne from a home that was intact,
Senator Hawkins. Divorce and multiple divorces, illegitimacy, and
so forth were present in all the kids that I have met. And there
must be hundreds and hundreds, if not thousands, by now.

Sexual abuse is a big part c it-88 percent of the kids on the
street were sexually abused, and many of them also physically
abused. One of the girls in the film, Patti, has deep scars all over
her back from a chain that was used to beat her. Tiny, the main
girl in the film, was sexually abused from the age of 7 on, by vari-
ous men passing through her mother's life.

Some of these children were used at an early age by alcoholic
parents to pay the rent. They were sent down to the apartment
manager and forced to perform sexual acts in exchange for the

nt for another month of $150.
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I could tell you story after story of what happens. Children are
at risk if the parents do not provide a good home for them, and if
the parents do not love them. As I said before, you cannot legislate
that people love their children. And you know, the runaway hot-
lines that want to reunite children with these families ig not neces-
sarily the answer it all, because these families: First, are ncnexist-
ent, as in De Wayne's case, where his father is in jail and his
mother is in San Diego somewhere; and second, in Shadow's case,
where he was kicked out, and so on and so forth, with all these
kids. There are not any families there. The families have disinte-
grated.

Senator HAWKINS. So you agree with my belief that all children
should not be returned to their homes.

Ms. McCALL. That is right. Sometimes, the home is not the place
to return them. Give them a better chance at life. If you return
them to those homes, they are only going to run away again. Most
of the kids in the film have been in a number of group homes and
foster homes already, had run away and been through the system,
were system kids, where no one was having an impact on them.

Senator HAWKINS. I was amazed at their lack of knowledge about
sex and reproduction.

Ms. McCALL. They are still kidseven though they perform
these incredible acts upon these jerks who pick them up, these
child molesters who are preying on them, they know nothing about
sex because their parents do not tell them anything about sex, and
so they end up with all these diseases before they even reach pu-
berty. It is disgusting. And all these little boys have all sorts of dis-
eases.

Senator HAWKINS. Is that lack of knowledge common among
child prostitutes?

Ms. MeCAu.. Very common, very common. They find out after
they have had a venereal disease a few times, they start figuring it
out. But their pimps will not let them use the contraceptives and
let them use the prophylactics, because it cuts down on business,
because the child molesters who pick them up do not want to use
the prophylactics; so they end up getting these diseases again and
again and again.

Senator HAWKINS. Where do they go for assistance?
Ms. McCALL. Well, in Seattle, they have a free clinic that is run

by the University of Washington. It is called the Adolescent Clinic.
That is a free clinic, no questions asled, for street kids, and they
can go in there. We have very few of those around the country. I
just had one end up in New York. One of the street kids came to
New York. She had gonorrhea, and I spent a whole day trying to
find a place for her to go, somehow to get treatment, because she
was underage and so forth, and not a resident. She had to be a resi-
dent. There are all these rules of bureaucracy that do not fit run-
aways, because they do not have an address, they are not residents.
So they cannot even register in school. A kid like DeWayne, who
wanters to go to school, could not register in school because he did
not have an address, and you have to be relegated to a district, you
know.

Those are the kinds of frustrations I am constantly coming up
against.
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Senator HAWKINS. I am working with a group called Theater-4;
are you familiar with them?

Ms. McCALL. No.
Senator HAWKINS. They produced an award-winning program

called "Hugs and Kisses," and they are now working on a play
called "Runners," which is aimed at children who are potential
runaways. It attempts to communicate to them that there are a lot
of problems on the street, that running away may not be the solu-
tion to the problem, and that there are other options available.

I am wondering if the success of the program, "Streetwise,"
which you were so actively involved in, combined with a program
like "Runners," will be able to communicate to children that like
on the street as a runaway is not a glamorous adventure.

Ms. McCALL. Well, if there is another program, I think that is
great. I have gotten a lot of letters from kids, telling me they will
not run away now, after they have seen this film. This film has
become like a cult film among teenagers. The-' go to see it again
and again, and take friends to see it.

Senator HAWKINS. I first heard of it from a teenager, by the way.
Ms. McCALL. Yes; I do not know exactly why; I think it is be-

cause they like to see real kids. But they do write me letters,
saying they never knew how tough it was on the street. So that
might be something.

But you know, Senator, I should also mention that I think there
are some things that we could doI do not know if it is within the
purview of this committee, but this concerns the familyat some
of these conferences that I go to on youth in crisis around the coun-
try, I do find out certain things that are working, and one of those
is Parents Anonymous and Parents United. If you are going to
start dealing with the problems that are in the families and keep-
ing the families intact, then you have got to help groups like that,
which have very little funding and support, trying to struggle
along as self-help groups, and work a little bit with some social
agencies in their cities. But if you had more work in Parents Anon-
ymous and Parents United, which deals with the sexual abuse in
the families, you would go a lot farther toward treating this prob-
lem at its source than trying to get them after they end up on the
streetalthough I am absolutely saying that you need to get them
while they are on the street, because we already have millions out
there on the street. Do not ignore those. But I do not know if Con-
gress or the Senate has ever looked at this, or if there has ever
been a bill about Parents United and Parents Anonymous doing
something to help these kidsbecause it helps the families; it stops
the abuse at home, and it stops the alcoholism and sexual abuse
and so forth.

Senator HAWKINS. I am told they are funded through the Child
Abuse and Sexual Treatment Act, but as usual, they do not have
the amount of money they should.

Daily I am fascinated and pleased with the number of private
partaers that come forward to help us with missing children, but
as that list continues to grow and becomes more and more success-
ful, my concern is where should we place the children that should
not be returned to their homes. And I believe you put your finger
on that early, with the research that you did.
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I look forward to working with you on a solution to the next step.
Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
And thank you, Ms. McCall, very much for this film. Did you say

you will leave it here so we get a chance to view it?
Ms. McCALL. Yes; I will leave it here for this afternoon.
Senator DODD. I appreciate that.
I will just ask a couple of questions, if I may. One is, Dotson

Rader writes for Parade Magazine, and did an article in August, I
guess, of this year. He quoted a young runaway and thus entitled
his article: "I Want to Die So I Won't Hurt No More." Rader says
in his article that the overwhelming majority of the children who
run away are from middle- and upper-class families.

[The article referred to follows]
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Senator DODD. Is that your experience as well?
Ms. McCALL. N.); I find they are across the board. They are not

overwhelmingly middle and uppper class. I find them also from the
working class.

But I do find overwhelmingly, even if they are middle and upper
class, that there is divorce and alcoholism and abuse also in those
families.

Senator DODD. Regarding local police departments, then is a tre-
mendous presumption made in favor of parental prerogatives indealing with children. In some instances, that presumption is made
for good reason. I do not know whether you would agree with this,
but in my experience ir the Congress in dealing with some of these
issues, I have learned that even though some runaways may be
very young children, they are making very rational, adult decisions
to leave home. Running away may not be an irrational decision,
but rather R very mature decision given the circumstances that
some young people are living under.

Is that your judgment as well?
Ms. McCALL Yes; they could not plead temporary insanity. I

mean, these are premeditated acts of running away. But in every
ease of a kW that I have come across who has stayed on the street,there was reason. If they run away for a lark, they go home
within a couple of days, because they see how tough it is out there.
But if they run away for a good reason, or were kicked outand
some of these kids went home, and the home did not exist any-
more; their parents had moved, gone. I mean, it is inconceivable to
me that you would just leave your kid. But that did happen toDe Wayne.

'o they do make rational decisions to leave, and there is a
reason.

Senator DODD. Yes; they are fleeing intolerable conditions.
What is the reaction of police departments and courts with

regard to that conclusion? Your conclusion is the same one I have
had, about runaway children having made intelligent. rational de-
cisions, given the circumstances they were living in. Does that pre-
sumption prevail, in your experience, with State agencies across
the country as a general rule?

Ms. McCALL. I do rot think so. I think the whole system of juve-
nile justice and jurisprudence in general is set up around the very
old idea of the normal American family. And that does not exist
anymore. It certainly does not exist anymore in all of the stories
that I have done on these kids. But they think that children should
be returned to their homes. If it is intolerable, and the social serv-
ize agencies do get involved, then they will put them in foster
homes. The problem with the foster homes is that there are not
very many good oneF ground. In fact, they have a big lack of foster
homes right now in the Washington area. In Seattle, they need
10,000 user homes. But .33 many people have to work, troth part-
ners in a marriage et whatever have to work, so that they cannottake foster children in.

So that the people you are getting as foster parents are not often
the best qualified and are the ones who only do it for the money. In
the case of Kim, one of the girls in this film, she was put in a
foster home where the father was a convicted sex offender, and his
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teenage daughter was still in the home, whom he had molested
many times, and she had tried to commit suicide three times. And
yet he was considered a foster father, qualified.

The system breaks down, or people do not investigate, or they
will just take anybody because they are so desperate to get a foster
home.

Seli.aor DODD. I do not anticipate this occurs very often, but
what percentage of these children at the initial stage of running
away go and seek out any public authority figures like the police to
help them deal with their situations? Does that occur with any fre-
quency at all?

Ms. McCAU.. I never saw it very much. I think they fear them,
or they fear being caught and being sent back home, being sent
back to an intolerable situation. They always seem to think the
police are their enemy, in Seattle.

Senator DODD. I did not hear your complete answer to the chair-
man's question about how often the film is being shownwas that
your question?

Senator HAwxnss. She is leaving it here today.
Senator DODD. Oh, I know that, but I meant-
Ms. MCCALL. It was 11,:linated for an Academy Award. It is in

theaters all over the country, and it makes its way around. It
opened last October, and it is still playing

Senator DODD. Well, what about in schools?
Ms. MCCALL. I would love to see it in the schools. I would love to

see it in social work programs. I use it whenever I can, in any kind
of educ-Aional way, but I do not own the film. It was made, but I
made no money on it. I had to sell the rights for it to compete it so
that you could even see what you saw. So it is not up to me.

Senator DODD. Who owns it'?
Ms. McC L. Angelica Films, which is a small distribution com-

pany in Ne 7orkand believe me, I have never yet seen them let
anybody use it for free.

Senator HAWKINS. Won't it soon be on videotape?
Ms. MCCALL. I hope so, and then people could buy a copy and

have it.
Senator HAWKINS. Then we could buy it and distribute it

through the schools.
Senator DODD. Not only schools, but I would think that shelters

dealing with children who are already in that kind of situation
might be able to use the film. It is a very profound film and could
have an effect on children who have already run away. Obviously, I
think that showing the film in public schools would be of some help
as well. Maybe we might examine that possibility, Madam Chair-
man.

Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
Ms. MCCALL. Well, in Boston and New York this year, the public

schools were taking their classes to see it as a field trip during the
day, and it was pretty successful up there, was the feedback I got.

Senator DODD. I presume the reaction has been a positive one.
Ms. MCCALL. Oh, I think it has been, yes.
Senator DODD. The last question I have may have been answered

in the film, but I will ask it of you anyway. It appeared in the film
tha. some parents accept their child's acting as a prostitute or drug
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runner because the child is earning a fair amount of money. Wewill have a witness here shortly from my home State of Connecti-
cut who will describe the plight of children who are not runaways
as such, but are working as dri4 runners for either their parents
or others. Is that common? There was an implication in the film,
for example, that even the mother of this young giil was not terri-
bly upset over the fact that she was engaged in prostitution.

Ms. McCALL. Well, she just felt defeated. She is an alcoholic.
When you see the whole film, you will see what a terrible alcoholic
she is. She just feels she has no control over her life or her kid's
life.

Senator DODD. Well, is there any experience at all or any data
that indicate that some of these children are still living in what we
might at least peripherally call a family environment and are
earning money for the family via illegal means. And I mean illegal
behavior above and beyond the drug situation with which I ammore familiar.

Ms. McCALL. Yes; that girl, for instance, is in and out of her
home, depending onher mother moves from month to month, be-
cause she gets kicked out. That girl, by the way, is now 16 and 5
months pregnant, and has gonorrhea, and is going to have this
child, and is going to be a welfare recipient, ;.:?, there will be two of
them on the rolls.

I did run into kids, by the way, who are drug runners for their
parents in Seattle. They were selling grass, marijuana. And I know
that is not uncommon.

Senator DODD. Well, thank you very much for being with us, and
thank you for bringing this excellent film.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Senator HAWKINS. Just one closing question, Cheryl. I believe

you said that street kids consider dealing in drugs one step up fromprostitution.
Ms. McCALL. That is right. That is the hierarchy, yes. Being a

prostitute is the lowest. But if you are in business for yourself,
dealing drugs, then you do not have to perform any acts; you just
deal the drugs, and it is actually a step up in the social hierarchy.

Senator HAWKINS. That is another tragic statement.
In your "Streets of the Lost" article, you detail the very sad and

tragic life of a runaway named "Erin."
Ms. McCALL. That is the girl you saw in the film, "Tiny."
Senator HAWKINS. But you also note that her life was begiLiling

to turn around since she met an outreach worker from the St.
Dismas Youth Center. In your opinion, ere these outreach centers
effective?

Ms. McCALL. Yes; but now, the Dismas Center is a very impover-
ished center run by a church group there. Last year, ,..,e showed
"Streetwise"Willie Nelson, who is the executive producer of thisfilm with me, and I, went out there to do a benefit to raise the
money to pay the rent for the Dismas Center so it could get
through the winter, to pay the heat and the rent on the Dismas
Center, because that center was reaching those kids, and it was in
immediate peril within 3 days of closing down

So I have used the film like that all over the country, as benefits
for the shelters, to raise money and also to bring attention.
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But you know, it is just too littleyou are talking about the pri-
vate sector, but they do not have enoughand these are unpaid
volunteers. But she did make quite a difference in Tiny's life. But
she had peen doing it for 10 years, and she finally burned out, the
worker that I wrote about in the article in 1983. This past year, she
finally just took a job and got married and started her own life.
But she had made quite a difference. She saved her several times
from terribleand I will not go into what she saved her from.

Senator HAWKINS. Well, I look forward to working with you on
the solutions. Thank you very much for being with us today.

Ms. MCCALL. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Our next panel is comprised of dedicated indi-

viduals who work with children like those in the documentary
"Streetwise."

We welcome Bill Bentley, from Tallahassee, FL, executive direc-
tor of the Florida Network of Youth and Family Services, accompa-
nied by Tom Patania, executive director of the Youth Crisis Center
in Jackson-file, FL; also, Susan Gehring, Ames, IA, coordinator of
the Iowa Runaway Homeless and Missing Youth Prevention Educa-
tion Center, and John Cottrell, Bridgeport, CT, associate director of
yoc th services, Council of Churches.

Senator Dodd and Senator Grass ley have a conflict, and apolo-
gize to their constituents that they are unable to hear their testi-
mony.

Bill, welcome. We will ask you to go first.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. BENTLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FLORIDA NETWORK OF YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES, TAL-
LAHASSEE, FL, ACCOMPANIED BY TOM PATANIA, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, YOUTH CRISIS CENTER, JACKSONVILLE, FL; SUSAN
G. GEHRING, COORDINATOR, IOWA RUNAWAY, HOMELESS AND
MISSING YOUTH PREVENTION EDUCATION CENTER, AMES, IA;
AND JOHN CO1TRELL, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, YOUTH SERV-
ICES, COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, BRIDGEPORT, CT

Mr. BENTLEY. Good morning, Senator. Thank you very much for
giving me the opportunity to address your committee.

I am Bill Bentley, and I am executive director of the Florida Net-
work of Youth and Family Services, which is in Florida. Our
agency is comprised of 16 programs who serve primarily runaway
and troubled youth in Florida.

In my testimony today, I would first like to briefly outline the
tpproach that Florida is using to address the problems these chil-
dren face, and I would also like to address the major issues with
which we are currently grappling in Florida.

Each year in Florida, over 20,000 children leave home or are
pushed out by their families. As response to this problem, our shel-
ters were developed, and we are currently trying to provide the
necessary services.

I will not talk about a lot of the horrors that occur in the streets,
because I kncw my fellow paneliuts will do that, and Ms. McCall
did a very fine job of outlining what the problems really are on the
streets for these kids.
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Last year, our shelters served 7,500 kids, roughly. That is about
one-third of all the kids that we know are on the streets of Florida.
What that tells us is that most of the kids who are or the streets
are not being served by anybody, which, of course, is a very serious
problem for us.

Our initial approach in Florida is to first try and do primary pre-
ventionidentify the problems of children and their families, and
provide the services they need, to hopefully stop the runaway be-havior.

Our second approach is to try and provide alte for deal-ing with these kids, in order to address the need, vr the overbur-
dened child welfare system and at the same time address the 'weds
of the kids.

Our final approach is to try and divert kids who have run awaywho have been identified by the system from the furmal system, so
as to minimize their placement in secure, locked-up facilities.

Recognizing that runaway children and the services they need
are not currently available, at least not to the extent that wewould like, the Florida Legislature created a statewide task force
on runaway and troubled youth in 1983. The sole purpose of thattask force was to try and identify the problems of these kids and
recommend solutionssolutions that would be long lasting.

To this end, they developed a plan which called for the imple-
mentation of services for kids and their families, services that went
beyond residential, bit also allowed for nonresidential services.

There are some who would suggest to you that runaway kids as a
group need to be placed in shelters. While we think that that is
very true for some kids, we also know that whenever possible, youneed to try to provide services for children in their home settings.

One of the major problems in Florida right now has to do withthe secure detention of runaway and troubled youth. The system
believes that kids like those identified by Ms. McCall need to betaken off the streets for their (win good. Our belief in Florida is
tbat detention is not the proper setting for these types of children.

While removing these kids from detention is a major priority for
our State, last year we looked up over 2,000 runaway and troubledyouth in the State of Florida. We put them in secure facilities
which for lack of a better term, we will call kiddy jails; there were
bars cn the windows, locks on the doorsthe kids were treated like
criminals.

I might add, by the way, that this figure represents a 46-percent
increase over the number of kids we locked up in 1983.

While the Office of Juvenile Justice sanctions the use of valid
court orders as a means of placing children who have committed nooffense in secure settings, the Florida network does not condone
such action. Detention is not a program, and as such, is not intend-
ed to provide anything more than custodial care.

Placing runaway children in secure detention appears to be the
system's response to the frustration that they experience in tryingto work with these children.

Experience suggests that this only exacerbates an already serious
problem. While locking the child up may get him or her off the
streets temporarily, it does nothing to address the real problem,
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the problem being the family is experiencing major dysfunction
and is in need of care and services from the system.

I might also point out that locking children up in secure deten-
tion places the full burden for the problem on the child without ad-
dressing the needs of the family. Obviously, we do not want to see
young children roaming the streets of Florida, without shelter or a
safe place to be. When these children are on the streets, they run
the risk of being exploited by adults who care not for their benefit.
I might also point out that these kids also rip you off, they rip me
off, in order to survive, as Ms. McCall mentioned. They do not have
an income. They are too young to have a ' regular job," so they do
whatever it takes to get over, which means stealing, which means
prostitution, which means selling drugswhatever it takes to get
over, these kids will do.

There are also many kids, of course, who we find dead in the
streets, because they are out there with nobody to take care of
them. We obviously need to have some type of resource for these
kids to turn to.

One of the problems that we have not spoken about in this set-
ting yet, and we do not talk about it very much in Florida, has to
do with the lack of accessibility of our front-end services, our run-
away shelters for our troubled kids by minority youth. Minority
children as a group are not receiving services from our front-end
shelters in Florida. And I would suggest to you that this problem
also exists across the country.

Last year, our programs served approximately 15 percent of the
population for minority kids, primarily black kids. The number
may appear to be high, given that roughly 20 percent of our at-risk
population is black. However, most of that percentage is accounted
for by Dade County, whom I am sure you all are aware has a very
large Hispanic and black community. We have shelters which serve
less than 1 percent of their population which are minority kids.
This, in my opinion, is a very serious problem.

Why does the problem exist, you might ask. I think there are
three basic explanations. One is that the system has perpetuated
several myths, the first being that black kids primarily do not run
away from home. The second myth is that when black kids do run,
that the community takes them into their arms and provides the
needed care and support that these kids need, in the old tradition
of the extended family. The third is that black families do not
place the same type of demands on their kids, and therefore, the
kids have no need to run.

I think that these myths have caused the system to be compla-
cent and convinced that someone else is addressing the problem. I
would suggest co you that someone else is not.

We found i a the first 3 months of 1985 that of the 600 kids that
were locked up in secure detention for status offense, primarily
running away, 20 percent were minority kids. Obviously, these kids
are running; obviously, the community is not taking care of their
needs. I suggest to you that you walk down into any inner city
area, and you will see kids hanging on the street. A lot of these
kids are runaways; a lot of these kids are throwaways. A lot of
these kids are not being helped by their communities. I think that
we, the system, need to begin to address the needs of these chil-
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dren. I think, Senator, that your committee and your efforts have
done a lot to help us provide more resources that we need for these
children. I think, Jf course, that more is needed.

I would also pe.nt out that we are beginning to see a similar pat-
tern with our Hispanic youth; that they do not run, that their com-
munity if they do run will take care of them. Whether or not this
myth is true remains to be seen. We do not have enough data yet
to really know what the extent of the problem is.

I would sugges'., however, that we pay special attention to what
is happening with these kids, lest. we lull ourselves into a sense of
complacency about them, also.

The third and final issue of major concern in Florida is that of
resources. Like many other States, Florida is experiencing a frus-
tration which accompanies having insufficient resources to effec-
tively serve and meet the needs of many of our children. This is
especially true of runaway children.

The answer, in my opinion, is the need to expand the partner-
ship between the private sector and business and industry. This is
especially true as Federal dollars and State dollars become harder
to find. We need to begin to ensure that communities have the ade-
quate resources they need to address the needs of runaway and
troubled children.

Our network strongly supports and is committed to developing
services for runaway and homeless youth in our State. While we
recognize and understand the frustrations experienced by judges
and law enforcement and others in the child welfare system who
work with these kids, we cannot endorse the use of secure deten-
tion for children who have done nothing more than run, in many
cases, from very, very bad home situations.

One of our primary goals is to ensure that we are not punishing
children because of the system's inability to meet their needs. We
support striving to find solutions to the problems and not continu-
ing to overreact to the symptoms.

I might close by quoting Thoreau. He said that "Many men lead
lives of quiet desperation." Our runaway and our troubled youth
are desperate and their lives are being wasted. I think we must
began to provide the resources needed to make their lives more
productive.

Thank you.
Senator HAwicuis. Thank you, Bill.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bentley follows:]
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Hadame Chair and m.mber of the Subcommittee, I as Bill

Bentley, Executive Director of the Florida Network of Youth

and Family Services, statewide association of prograine providing

both residential and non-residential services to children and

their families I want to thank you for the opportunity to

testify Name the Subcommittee, and I want to command you,

Senator Hawkins, for your leadership and strong support of

the programs which serve runaway and homeless youths and their

families.

In my testimony today, I first want to briefly outline

the approach Florida is using to address the problems of runaway

and homeless children and their families. Second, I will discuss

several major issues with which Florida is currently grappling

concerning runaway children

Earh year, over 20,000 Florida children leave home or

are pushed out by their parents As a response to this problem,

Florida has network of 14 programs serving runaway children

and their families. Last year, the Florida shelters served

approximately 7,500 children. The approach to runaway children

and their families in Florida is threefold. First, we want

to prevent the initial runaway episode (primary prevention)

or "nip them in the bud" through early identification and intervention

(secondary prevention). Second, we want to provide alternatives

to the handling of runaway cases that satisfy the needs of

345 South Magnolia Drive Suite E21 Tallahassee, Floods 32301 (904)878.1368 Toll Free l-e00e48.2441
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an overburdened child welfare system and, at the same time, meet the needs

of children and their families. Finally, we want to reduce the number of

cases in which judicial intervention occurs (diversion) and, thereby, reduce

the potential number of runaway youth who are subsequently placed in detention

for violation of valid court orders.

Recognizing that runaway children and the services for them needed to

be addressed, the Florida Legislature created the Statewide Task Force on

Runaway and Troubled Youth in 1983. The Task Force recommended a system

of "full service centers" tc oroviee a continuum of services to runaway and

troubled youths and their families. In addition, the Task Force stressed

the need for prevention and non judicial intervention services to lessen the

Involvement of runaway and troubled youth in the juvenile justice and child

welfare systems, especially involvement that might lead to a confinement

in secure lockup.

The use of secure detention for runaways and other troubled youth is

an important issue in Florida. The deinstitutionalization of status offenders

(i.e., runaways, truants, and ungovernables) has been a priorty in Florida

for over a decade, and Florida was among the first states to decriminalize

status behaviors. However, during Fiscal Year 1984-85, 2,271 nonoffendere,

the majority being runaway and homeless youths, were placed in secure detention.

This figure represents a 46 percent increase over Fiscal Year 1983-84. Obviously,

the problem is not getting any better. Although the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention sanctions the use of valid court orders as a means

of placing chl,dren whc ',aye committed no crimes in secure settings, the

Florida Network of Youth and Family Services cannot condone such action.

Detention is not a program and is not intended to provide anything more than

custodial care. Placing runaway and homeless youth in secure detention appears

to be the system s response to the frustration of trying to serve these children
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and the failure to utilize adequately existing resources or to develop meaningful

alternatives. Experience suggests that the use of secure detention serves

only to exascerbnte an already serious problem. Although locking up the

child may get him or her off the streets temporarily, it is only a 'stop

gap" measure which addresses the symptom and not the problem. This action

also placas the full burden of the problem on the child, when all available

research indicates that runaway and other status offense behavior is a reflection

of serious family dysfunction. Obviously, we do not want our young children

rciming the streets of Florida without supervision and no safe place to seek

food and shelter. When these children are on the streets, they run the risk

of falling victim to adults who wish only to exploit them. In some cases,

in order to survive, runaway children engage in various types of criminal

behavior. And yes, some have even been found dead. However, recent research

conducted by th, Inspector General's Office of Florida's Department of Health

and Rehabilitative Services indicates that placement in detention does not

necessarily deter status behaviors. A 24-month follow-up of a random sample

of 110 status offenders placed in secure detention indicated that 70.5 percent

of the youth had subsequent referrals to the Department of Health and Rehabilitati

Services, as compared to 33.6 percent of those who had not been detained.

Another issue of importance in Florida concerns minority children in

the population of runaway and troubled youths. There is an interesting,

if not puzzling, phenomenon occurring in Florida which, I suspect, may also

be prevelant in other states. This relates to the under-utilization of our

"front end" shelter program services for runaway and homeless youths by minority

children, especially black children. During 1984, only 15.2 percent of the

children served by .)ur state's runaway shelter programs were minority children.

Conversely, 21 percent of the status offenders securely detained in the first
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quarter of calendar year 1985 were minority children, primarily black children.

Moreover, a one day survey in May of this year of detention facilities operated

by the state social services agency indicated that over 40 percent of all

the children in secure detention on that day were nonwhite children. Minority

youth represent only 25 percent of the at-risk population (10-17 year olds

in Flciida), yet a disproportionate number of them end up in what would be

considered our most restrictive settings. These figures suggest that, for

some reason, minority children, especially black children, are not accessing

the services provided by runaway shelters, and, more frequently than not,

are being placed in more restrictive ,Iattings. Why, you may .sk, are these

children not receiving needed services from programs serving runaway and

homeless youth?

I think there are several explanations. First, the system has perpetuated

several myths about runaway behavior among certain minority groups. One

myth is that black children, in particular, do not run away. There are those

who suggest that the family's expectations are not as high and, therefore,

black parents don't place as many Qr the same type of demands on the child,

thus the child is not likely to feel the need to run away. The third, and

perhaps most prevelant myth, is the one that suggests that, if a black child

does run away from home or is pushed out by his or her family, the community

will take care of him in the tradition of the extended family. I would suggest

to you that perpetua,ing these myths has caused us to be complacent and convinced

that someone else is addressing the problem. Well, it's not happening.

What Is happening is that minority children's first contact with the "helping"

system is when they've broken the law. Too late, I might add, to provide

very meaningful preventative services. Noteworthy is the fact that a similar

pattern is occurring with Hispanic youth in Florida. Again, we are beginning
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to hear some of the same myths to explain why Hispanic youths are not being

served by our runaway programs in Florida. Whether or not there is any validity

to this myth remains to be seen.

The third and final issue of major concern in Florida is that of resources.

Florida, like many other states, is experiencing the frustration which accompanies

havirj insufficient resources to implement effectively the service continuum

necessary to meet the needs of many of its children. This is especially

true of services for runaway children.

What is the answer for runaway and troubled youths? How can we prevent

these children from being placed in secure detention? How do we begin to

address the needs of runaway and homeless youths, regardless of their ethnicity

or economic backgrounds?

We need to ensure that adequate resources are aveilaLle within the communities

to address the needs of runaway children and their families. Seco',d, we

need to ensure the capacity of programs serving runaway and homeless youth

to do outreach and to providc in-home services, in addition to the residential

services and other services currently provided. Also, we need to expand

the partnership between private sector programs and business and industry.

This partnership becomes more important as public funds to support the efforts

of programs serving runaway and homeless youth become harder to find.

The Florida Network of Youth rnd Family Services strongly supports and

is firmly committed to the implementation of a full service center continuum

for runaway and other status behavior youth. This continuum of care would

provide the service alternatives needed to minimize the placement of these

youths in secure detention. While we recognise and understand the frustrations

experiwnced by judges, law enforcement, and others in the child welfare system

who work with runaways and other status offender youth, the endorsement of

secure detention for these youths is not a position the Florida Network of

Youth and Family Services can support. One of our primary goals is to ensure

that we are not punishing children because of the system's inability to meat

their needs. We support striving to find solution: to the problems and not

overreacting to the symptoms.

Thank you.
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Senator HAWKINS. Tom, welcome.
Mr. PATANIA. Senator, it is good to see you again. I appreciate

the opportunity to come and address you on the needs and the
plights of ruhaway and homeless children.

As a formal introduction, I am Tom Patania. I am the executive
director of Youth Crisis Center, which is a licensed runaway pro-
gram in northeast Florida, located in Jacksonville. I am immediate
past president of the Florida Network of Youth and Family Serv-
ices.

Senator, obviously, you are aware of the horrors that befall the
children who are on our streets because they Ian away or were
pushed out of their homes by their parents or their legal guard-
ians. We all know those horrors that befall these children.

What we are talking about are children who have experienced
personal or family problems and are looking for some kind of
escape. Sometimes running away is an net of premeditation, but in
our experience, running away is ofter an act of impulse. Su, run-
aways wickly find them. elver out of friends, out of resources, out
of meae7, out of luck Combine this with the fact Oat these are
childi en wo are ir various states of crisis and who do not feel
very good unc:ut themselves, and what you have are extremely vul-
nerhble children at th, mercy of skilled predatory peoplethe
pimp., the pornographers, the pedophiles.

It is imperative that you realize that these predatory people are
organizing themselves. In New York City, there is the North Amer-
ican Man/Boy Love Association, which a organized to promote the
notion that children at any age should be allowed to have sex. An-
other such organization in California advertises the slogan, "Sex
before eight, or it's too late." The FBI reveals that pedophiles have
developed computer networks one of which lists children by sex,
race, hair and eye color, and the type of sex act performed. If this
is the grim reality f ovr day, which i* appears to be, then these
hearings are more critica. than ever.

So far, I have been addressing the needs and plight of children,
but i feel we do this issue an in justice if we ignore the family.
When a child .-uns av ay, the entire family is traumatized. Not only
are we talking about the fear that pervades the family during a
runaway episode, but we need to be cognizant of the feelings of
guilt, anger, frustration, and the underlying problems that led to
the runaway episode, all of which must be addressed if we are
really to help these children and their families.

In short, when we talk about runaway children, we really need
to be talking about families.

The Florida Legislature recognized this fact in 1983, when it en-
acted the Florida Runaway Youth anc: Family Act, which estab-
lished a continuum of services to be provided by community-based
runaway prof rams to serve runaway children and their families.
The act recognized runaway programs as the best vehicles for deal-
ing with this tar. 't population because these are the programs
which have been so wing runaways and their families for the past
12 years.

In recent years, my program, the Youth Crisis Center in Jack-
sonville, FL, has been seeing children with more severe emotional
problems involving drugs, alcohol, sexual abuse, and physical
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abuse. These are children coming from families with more complex
problems, some of which render them totally dysfunctional. These
problems require that the counseling staff of runaway programs be
adequately trained. It also requires child care staff, that is, the
night people, have specialized training in areas such as suicide pre-
vention, aggression control techniques, and otd...:r advanc ed areas of
child management.

At my program, we found it necessary to contract with a team of
licensed marriage and family therapists to help our counselors
with the more severe cases. We also found it necessary to conduct
psychological testing and family psychosocial evaluations in order
to help some of these children and their families.

In our weekly group therapy sessions, we help the children to
communicate beyond their anger and to begin looking at better
ways of dealing with their problems.

My point is this. Runaway programs are not merely maintenance
plograms. They are programs designed to be accessible on a 24-
hour basis, with the capability of stabilizing children in crisis, as-
sessing underlying problems, and providing a family systems ap-
proach toward reconciliation, when possible. The continuum of care
through runaway programs as established by tbt. Florida Legisla-
ture as a cost-effective and service-effective approach to dealing
with these children and their families. It certainly is more cost-ef-
fective than buildirg institutions and financing iditional foster
care beds.

The greeter wisdom, though, is that supporting the services of
runaway programs is more than just getting vulnerable children
off the streets. It is the wisdom of supporting America's families. It
is our hopemy hope and that of the Florida Networkthat you
will recognize this wisdom and fully support runaway programs
with adequate funding for training, technical assistance, and pro-
grammatic development

Thank you, Senator.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you very much, Tom.
Susan, we are going to hear from you next.
Ms. GEHRING. Thank you for the opportunity to be here today. I

am pleased to see this issue coming out in front of our country. I
think for too long we lave denied the fact that the kids on the
streets are our kidsthey are not somebody else's kids; they are
ours, and we have to own their problems.

Fiist, a bit of background about Youth and Shelter Services and
the Runaway, Homeless, and Missing Youth Prevention Education
Center.

Youth and Shelter Services serves a largely rural area in central
Iowa, .- i al ea many of us like to think of as carefree, croublefree,
with happy families, and therefore, we have no runaways. We cer-
tainly don' 4 have very many large urban areas in Iowa, so it is fre-
queutl) ...iought that this is a problem that belongs on the coast, or
in New York. Unfortunately, it is a serious problem in Iowa, also.
We have children leaving daily from the farms. The hum crisis is
affecting the': i as seriously as it is affecting their parents. And
when these children end up on the streets, they are in serious trou-
ble. They do not have any of the skills that perhaps a child who
grew up in an urban area might have.
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Youth and Shelter Services does serve these types of children,
and the Runaway, Homeless, and Missing Youth Prevention Educa-
tion Center which is one of five in the country supported by Feder-
al funds, is a brand new program designed to provide prevention
services, information to kids, parents, to school personnel, and to
other people who might be able to intervene on an early basis
when a runaway situation appears to be happening. We will also
be working with parents of runaways as the program grows and
helping them to understand the laws and what happens with their
children, where the services are, where they can go, how they can
get their child back from another State, and so forth.

We are making great strides in the State. We are also in serious
trouble as far as finances, but we are starting, at least.

Unfortunately, the beginning efforts that we have ulidertaken to
prevent runaways are .iot enough to prevent and remedy the dan-
gers faced by those youth currently on the run, or those that, with
even the best of prevention efforts, still see their only valid choice
as to leave home.

These dangers are real and ever-present, and tragically, there is
a serious lack of safe places for these youth to find refuge. Shelters
are few, and frequently full.

Foster care and other immediate crisis type services are also in
high demand and extremely short supply. Jail is an unacceptable
and dangerous alternative, a place where many children try to kill
themselves, and quite a few succeed.

The streets appear to be these children's only choice.
A youth does not typically run to a distant place the first few

times. They go somewhere fairly safea refuge from the chaos of
home. They may run to a neighbor or friend's house. They soon
wear out their welcome, though, in their own commun' y 'before
they may leave for some other location. If a shelter is ne. Irby, they
may go there first, where 3fforts are made to reunite the youth
with his or her own family, or to find some other type of services.

With appropriate support services, including fr nily counseling
and. other short-term care, conceivably, some long-term care, that
may end the cycle of running. If a shelter is not available, and the
youth and the family do not receive the necessary services, the
youth ends up on the street. Frequently, that sets un a pattern of
running awaya dangerous pattern that may take a youth farther
and farther from home, awl closer and closer to serious danger.

If the scenario for a runaway youth does not inciude safe shelter,
a variety of situations may occur. These youth, who are already
taught to be a victim in their families, will cf. rtainly face physical
problemshunger, lack of shelter and lack of health care. These
needs open him or her up for exploitation by any number of un-
scrupulous people.

It is common for runaways to be forced to steal, con, deal drugs,
and prostitute themselves to stay alive. Survival on the streets is
not a simple matter. It is frequently a horrible parody of the very
same suffering they ran away from in their own home, where drug
abuse, child abuse, sexual abuse, family violence and economic
stress all may have contributed to their family's dysfunction and
the child's choice to leave.
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Unfortunately, kids do not always believe they can go back to
their homes, since people using them on the streets perpetrate that
lie. But even more tragic is the fact that some families do not even
want them back; they have enough problems, and one less teenager
at home is OK by then. They are stuck with nowhere to go and
nowhere to turn.

Not only does this scenario point up the grim realities facing
youth on the run and the needs for safe shelter; it implies that
these runaways are multiproblem youth. Their experiences include
the side of life that many of us would choose to ignore. These
youth, because of their backgrounds, are difficult to work with, and
shelter staff need special training to identify the problems and to
then deal with them. It is not enough to just house a child and
turn him or her loose without specialized ttervention and treat-
n_ent.

Shelter staff are trained to deal with physical needs, and in most
cases with chemical dependency problems. What staff are frequent-
ly unprepared ,,o deal with is a youth with a history of sexual
abuse. This problem affects a high percentage of youth, both male
and female. Workers frequently do not know what signs to look for
to see if sexual abuse is a problem, and the right questions are not
asked. While the youth is in shelter care, her or she may act out in
sexually inappropriate ways, and without the knowledge that they
were a victim, the staff will not know how to deal with that child.

In addition, other services such as incest victims groups may pro-
vide valuable assistance if the problem is known, and such groups
are available. Another se-ious situation facing shelter care services
is the large number of children who were victims of sexual abuse
who are ncw, as adolescents, perpetrating sexual abuse on other
children. This is happening with alarming frequency and we are
ill-equipped profesEi mally to treat or even to simply deal with
these adolescents. More knowledge based on research and treat-
ment is needed in order to train staff adequately to cope with this
alarming and dangerous situation.

In order to provide the shelters and the trained staff to appropri-
ately care for runaways, the States need Federal assistance. Iowa
does not provide for any financial assistance to shelters that serve
runaways that are not involved in the juvenile justice system. And
an across-the-board 4-percent cut recently ordered by our Governor
will seriously affect programs that do serve the system involved
children. Our shelters are really experiencing some financial prob-
lems.

Consequently, the beds that are available are the ones that serve
the youth that are in the system, that will bring in at least a small
amount of money to support these shelters. The youth that cannot
be served in a shelter may end up in a psychiatric facility, probably
not very appropriate, but at least better than jail or the streets.

We recently had a couple of teenage girls show up at the shelter.
We had been notified by a concerned relative that they were prob-
ably coming in. There were no beds available. And these two 16-
year -olds, who were doing nothing more than saying, "I need a
break from home, I have problems," ended up in a psychiatric facil-
ity. Anybody who has ever experienced those kinds cf things can
quickly feel crazy, if they are not really crazy in the first place-
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those are not very appropriate terms to usebut for an adolescent,
that is a pretty serious place to be sent if they do not really need to
be there.

Federal supp:, .t for both shelters and for increased levels of
training and/or support are vital to caring for our youth in need.
Added to the problem is the potential loss of reveilue-sharing dol-
lars to our cities and communities throughout the State. In Iowa, a
lot of those dollars are directly funneled to human service pro-
grams, particularly those serving runaways not involved in the
system. Loss of these programs will be devastating to our services.
We are anticipating losing one of our best prevention resources, as
just one of the examples that go on in our own city, so we are
facing serious loss.

Protecting our children from the exploitation they face on the
streets, and giving them the opportunity to grow up and lead a pro-
ductive, healthy life should be a top priority for the leaders of our
nation. And I might add again, I am pleased to see that there is
attention bemg given to those matters.

We hope to hear about your support further down the line.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Gehring follows:]
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Susan G. Gehring
Iowa Runaway, Homeless and Missing Youth Prevention/Fclucation Conic!

Youth 5 Shelter Services, Int
Ames, Iowa 50010

before

U.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Family, Drugs and Alcoholism
Paula Hawkins, Chairperson

Thank you for this opportunity to share with you some of thn in ...)I ,,, , nil
runaways on the streets and what happens to them when shelter and services aro
not available.

.outh and Shelter Services (YSS) began nearly fifteen years ago as voluntuet
effort byei'V.iaryICounty, lows, who believed that troubled, homeless young people
deserved safety and shelter. During the ,.ars since its inception, YSS has groan it,
become a prcfesslonal, muiti-faceted organization serving six Central Iowa counties
with variety of services encompassing substance abuse and family crisis prevention,
Intervention and treatment. YSS believes that the family nd the community 1ro the
best places for resolving crisis, heeling and strengtheniga our families. We focus thin
on local services readily accessible to the community. In addition, YSS has established
a statewide program, The Iowa °'-,away, Noiseless and Missing Youth F ,entiOn and
Education Center (the Center) to spearhead efforts In educating Iowans about
runaways and what we can do to prevent children from having to turn to life on
tho street. This effort Is supported by Federal grant and is one of five such programs
in the United States.

Unfortunately, these beginning efforts to prevent runaways are not enough to
remedy the dangers faced by those youth currently on the run or those that, even
with the best of prevention efforts still believe their only valid choice is to leave
home. These dangers are real and ever-present and tragically there is a serious
lack of safe places for these youth to find refuge. Shelters are few and frequently
full. Foster care and other immediate crisis type services ere also In high demand
and short supply. Jail Is en unacceptable and dangerous alternative, place where
many children try to kill themselves. The streets are their only choice.

A youth does not typically run to distant place the first few times. They go
somewhere fairly safe--a refuge from the chaos of home. Toey may run to a neighbor
or friend's house. They "weer out their welcome" In their own community before
leaving for some other location. If a shelter Is nearby they may go there first,
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where efforts are made to reunite the youth with his or her family. With mppt upi
support services, (family counseling, etc.) that may end the _ycle of -e.,mhly. li

a shelter Is not available and the youth and family do not receive services, the
youth ends up on the street. Frequently that sets up r. pattern of running Anto-
s dangerous pattern that may take a youth farther and farther from home and clo :ei

to serious danger.
If the scenario for a runaway youth does not Inc ludo safe shelter a variety of

situations may occur. The youth will certainly face physical problems: hungas I '

of shelter and lack of health care. These needs open him or her up for

by any number of unscrupulous people. It is common for runaways to be forced to
steal, con, deal drugs and prostitute themselves to stay alive. Survival on the streets
is not a simple matter. It's f equently a horrible parody of the very same suffering

they ran from in their horns, where drug abuse, chlici abuse, sexuel abuse, family
violence and economic stress all may have contributed to their family's dysfunction
and the child's choice to leave. Unfortunately, kids don't always believe they can go
back since the people using them on the streets perpetrate that He, but *yen more
tragic is the fact that some families don't even want them back, they have enough
problems and one less teenager Is OK by them. They are stuck with nowhere to go

and no one to turn to.
Not only does this scenario point up the grim realities facing youth on the run

and the needs for safe shelter, it Implies that these runaways are multi-problem

youth. Their experiences Include the side of life that many of us would choose to

Ignore. These youth, because of their backgrounds, are difficult to work with and

shelter staff need special trainin to identify the p-oblems and to then dos/ with them.

It Is not enough to lust house a child and turn him of her loose without spec/sliced

intervention and treatment.
Shelter staff are traloed to deal with physi-s' needs and In mast cases with

chemical dependency problems. What staff are frequently unprepared to deal with Is

a youth with a history of sexual abuse. This problem affects a high percentage of

youth, both male and female. Workers frequently don't know what signs to look for

to see If sexual abuse is problem and the right questions are not asked. While the

youth Is in shelter care, he or she may act out In sexually inappropriate ways and

without the knowledge that they were a victim, staff will not know how to deal with

that child. In addiction, other services, such as Incest victims groups may provide

valuable assistance if the problem Is known. Another serious situation facing shelter
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care services is the'ler)je number of children that were victims of sexual abuse
who are now, as adolescents, perpetrating sexual abuse on other children This it
happening with alarming frequency and we are ill-equipped professionally to ti,oi
even simply deal with these adolescents. More knowledge based on research aid
treatment Is needed in order to train staff to auequately to cope with this aldriultio
and dangerous situation.

In order to provide the ,heltera and the trained star to appropriately care
for runaways, the states need Federal assistance. Iowa does not provide for any
financial assistance to shelters that serve runaways that aren't Involved In the
Justice system. Conatquently, beds are filled with youth that will bring in a. I

small anoint of money. The youth that can't be served in shelter may and Up la
a psychiatric facility, probably not very appropriate but at least batter than jail or
the strelts.Allederal support for both shelters and for Increased levels of training
and/or support are vital to caring for our youth In need.AProtecting them from the
exploitation they face on the street and giving them the opportunity to grow up and
lead a productive, healthy life should be a top priority for the leaders of our Nation.
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Senator HAWKINS. John Cottrell, is Director of youth services
with the Council of Churches, welcome.

Mr. CorrsELL. Thank you.
As a brief background, I would like to provide you with a history

of our agency's involvement with runaway youth services.
The Council of Churches of Greater Bridgeport has been provid-

ing services to runaway and otherwise homeless youth since 1975.
During this 10-year time period, the Council's program has grown
from a small, one-person Host Home Program to a youth services
department which operates two programs and employs 15 people.

The Youth in Crisis Program became operational in 1978 as an
expansion of the original Host Home Program. This program pro-
vides 24-hour crisis tervention and shelter services to runaway
and otherwise homeless youth and their families in the Greater
Bridgeport area. The program currently receives over 500 referrals
a year.

Streetworks, a new project initiated by our agency, targets serv-
ices to chronic 1 unaway youth who are not currently receiving
services from other programs. During the first 3 months of this
project, our workers hay, been in contact with over 100 young
people on the streets of Bridgeport. Clearly, the number of young
people running from their homes in our area of the country, for
whatever the reason, is at best alarming.

During the past 10 years, we have learned a great deal from the
young people and families we have worked with. We know that the
vast majority of young people who run from home remain in the
immediate geographical area. We know that the majority of young
people who run away from home are running from a situation they
feel powerless to change. We know that the majority of families
from whom young people run want their children to return home
and are willing to work on their problems. We know that not every
young person who runs from home becomes a prostitute or a
pusher.

But we also know that any young person alone on the streets is
at great risk of being exploited by people who have nothing but
their own interests in mind.

How many young people are being exploited by pimps and drug
pushers in Connecticut? It is difficult to say. We are just beginning
to get a sense through our Streetworks Program of how large the
pcpulation really is. These young peoplo, unfortunately, are much
less likely to reach out for help from those programs which are
there to serve them.

I can report, however, that the young people from this popula-
tion, whom we have been lucky enough to reach are in great
danger, both physically and emotionally. Their stories are indeed
tragic. It is through these young people that we are attempting to
put together a general profile which will hopefully lead toward in-
creased positive intervention.

One very clear characteristic which is emerging in our programs
is that the vast majority of these young people were identified to be
in need of help at some earlier point in their lives. Their case histo-
ries read like social service road maps. Time after time, good
people with good programs have spent time and resources trying to
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help these young people. Due to the lack of success, either the serv-
ice provider, the young person or both gave up.

I have felt the frustration of trying to convince a young person
that there may be a better way. It has been a few years, but I can
clearly remember being called to the Bridgeport Detention Center
to interview a 15-year-old boy who had been arrested for selling an
ounce of pot. It had been his first arrest, and the courts were
hoping to divert him from the criminal justice system. I will never
forget the lesson he gave me regarding hib sense of reality. After
listening to what I had to offer, he thanked me and told me that
when I could hand him a job that paid as ,fell as selling drugs, I
should look him up. I asked him about the risks involved, and he
chuckled. He claimed that the kids that worked for his boss were
protected. He was confident that nobody would mess with him on
the street, and if they tried, the boss would be there to take care of
him.

When I asked him about the possibility of spending time in jail,
his response was, "It is no big thing. If I get busted, I can handle it.
Lots of guys do time. It ain't so bad."

I made a quick notation in the file that the client had refused
service and headed out for the next referral, hoping it would be
more successful.

This leads me to a second characteristic or problem. That is the
fact that we, as service providers to runaway and homeless youth,
usually come into contact with these young people after the pimps
and pushers of the world have already had their shot at offering
the young people "a better life." This puts us in the unenviable po-
sition of making a counteroffer.

I can understand that to a young person who has never felt love
or a sense of belonging, that the illegalities of prostitution or drug
sales are meaningless, if in their minds it provides them with a
sense of belonging and worth.

I realize how difficult it is for most Amen Cans to understand
why young people would want to live this type of lifestyle. We view
it as a very painful and threatening way to exist. Without a doubt,
it is. The fact is, there are thousands of young people in our coun-
try who live it every day.

I have a basic reason for wanting to be here today. I do not be-
lieve that the problem of exploitation, is hopeless. I do realize, how-
ever, that the problem is extremely complex. It has become a big
business due to the huge supply and demand.

Viewing this exploitation of runaways as a business, the question
for me becomes: How do we kill the business? I believe the way to
do that is twofold.

First, we must work on reducing the demand. Stricter penalties
for those involved with exploitation of runaways would be helpful.
This is not just the pimps and pushers, but also those people
caught paying for the services the pimps and pushers are providing
through the exploitation of young people.

At the same time, we must find ways to cut off the supply. We
must continue to develop and test new approaches to reach these
young people. In addition, I feel we need to examine our systems to
provide those people mandated to protect children and youth with
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the resources and methods which would enable them to have a
greater impact much earlier in the life of the child and family.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today. I hope that as
you continue to examine this problem, you will consider the future
as well as the present. I respect the seriousness of the decisions you
and your colleagues must make each day. BEA I car think of noth-
ing more serious than the healthy development of the young people
and families for whom you are making these decisions.

Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, John.
Susan, in your testimony, you made the point that rur away chil-

dren often stay in the community, in relative safety, before they
run away to a more distant, more dangerous city.

What are your personal views of the practice that most police de-
partments employ, to wait 24 hours before they list a child as miss-
ing, or to begin an active search for that child?

Ms. GEHRING. We have worked on that situation in Iowa quite
extensively. We have a Missing Persons Clearinghouse now avail-
able that can provide for immediate release of that child's name. It
has only been in existence since July, so we have yet to see wheth-
er that makes any difference or not.

I feel that immediate work is probably the very best thing that
we can do. We just two weeks ago had a child from a small commu-
nitypopulation probably under 1,000that had run away from
home twice before, had not been reported, nobody had made any
intervention. The third time the child ran away, he killed himseif.
He had already called out for help twice. Friends came back later,
a minister said, "I knew he ran away, but gee, we did not think
anything of it, and we did not call, and when he came back a day
or sr later, it was no big deal."

Possibly. if somebody would have let us know, would have let the
system know, we could have intervened in time to save that child's
life. So I think immediate action is probably very necessary.

Along with that goes educating the police about what they can
do, and how to keep kids there, and all of the thingswe have
police who will not pick up runaways because they do not feel
there is anything they can do. That is not necessarily true. There
may be some alternatives and some systems out there they can
work with. But you hear them time and time again, saying, "I am
not going to pick up that kid, because there is not a thing I can do.
I will just pick him up, and he will be back out on the streets in 2
minutes." We are starting to work on that, but it is a long road.

Senator HAWKINS. Susan, I know that there is a controversy in
the Iowa Legislature regarding whether running away should be a
crime.

MS. GEHRING. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. What are your thoughts on that?
Ms. GEHRING. We worked very hard to make running away not a

crime in our State There was a lot of study done, a considerable
amount of time and effort and concern and lobbying, and a lot of
activity went into determining that running away was indeed not a
criminal act and should not be something that a child should be
put in jail for, that indeed, a child put in jail for running away is
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probably at more serious risk, in some cases, than a child is on the
streets.

The events that have led to that recurring in Iowa, that issue re-
curring in Iowa, have been the discovery of a number of teenage
prostitutes in one of our communities. And the response to that im-
mediately is, rather than to do something and to institute any kind
of programs or make sure that the treatment is available and the
services are there, is, "Well, by golly, we'd better lock these kids
up, because they are in trouble and they are in danger, and that is
what we will do for them," rather than seeing that as something to
do "to" them, which I see putting a child in jail is all about.

There has been a task force initiated in that community, and in
the past 4 months, they have studied those issues. Their recommen-
dations were just made public last week, at a joint subrximmittee
hearing in the Iowa Legislature, and they did come up with a rec-
ommendation that that not be offered as a solution; that the solu-
tion we first need to look to i'.. -111 funding and support for those
services that are already available, to make sure that immediately,
we get to the problem, rather than letting it go on to the point
where we have got kids who are chronic runaways.

So, the issue is still alive, but we are beginning to see a concerted
effort again to re-educate the public.

Senator HAwKINS. We have a long way to go.
Tom, I toured the Youth Crisis Center in Jacksonville and helped

open the Beach Program, and I was impressed with the quality of
the services offered there. The Transient Youth Center, I under-
stand, was the first runaway program in Florida, and it is still one
of the busiest.

Do you accommodate any child that needs your services?
Mr. PATANIA. Yes; we do. Except for the children who are either

actively psychotic children, or children who are wanted by the law
for custody, or children that are intoxicated or refusing treatment
at the hospital. Otherwise, we will take any child between the ages
of 10 and 17.

Senator HAWKINS. Are you : ping more children than you have
in the east?

Mr. PATANIA. Yes; we are. And one of the nice things about what
is happening in Jacksonville, we are seeing more children being
brought in by their parents, saying, "We need help." That is due to
the effort that we are trying to reach parents while there is still
crisis in the home, prior to a runaway or throwaway episode. We
feel it is really important that we do that, because otherwise, if
these crises go ignored by the parents and the child, the child with-
draws, and the child eventually runs away to the street, and of
course, we know what happens there.

So that is a hopeful sign, that we are accessing the families that
are in crisis, and they are seeing us as a source of help. In fact,
they consider us the "emergency room" for youth in crisis in north-
east Florida, whici I is really nice, because if you are perceived as a
helping resource for families, then they will access you, and you
will reach them before the family just blows up and the child pops
out in a runaway episode.

Senator HAWKINS. Isn't that one of the concerns here, that the
child will run away before you have acease to the family?
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Mr. PATANIA. Yes; and that is something we are fighting against,
because again, back to the focus, which is the family. Most of the
children that we are dealing with, 60 percent of the kids that we
deal with at the Youth Crisis Center are from Jacksonville; al-
though we are the gateway to Florida, a majority are from Jack-
sonville, and they are from middle- and upper-middle-income fami-
lies. And again, they are from families that need help in changing
the way they have done things in the past. The way they have
done things in the past has not worked for them, and so they need
help in changing. So we work with the entire family. If you sepa-
rate the child from the family, you are really addressing symptoms
and not the problem.

Senator HAWKINS. Bill, uo you have an estimate of how many
runaway children in Florida are simply locked up, placed in secure
detention rather than being served by runaway or youth services?

Mr. BvNTLEY. Yes; of the 2,060-plus kids that were locked up this
past year, almost none got any service from any of our shelters.

What has happened in Floridaand I think Iowa might pay at-
tention to what is going on in Florida nowis we have begun to
come full circle, regretfully. A decade ago, we decided that running
away was not a cz ime, that the problem was a family dysfunction.
What has happened is we have not gotten resource for the judges
to use, for the community to access, and what is happening now is
we are locking up more kids, before ev' a giving them a chance to
receive a service, because first off, a lot of police do not realize that
the service is therethat is our problem; we need to do more in
the way of outreach and education. Second, they do not know that
there are alternative resources beyond detention, which is again
one of our problems that we have to begin to address as a commu-
nity. And third, they do not think that what we are doing makes a
difference. But what we have tried to say to them is it does not
make P difference if you do not bring the kids to us. It becomes a
"What came first, the chicken or the egg?" problem. But very few
of the kids have gotten any front-end service at all before getting
locked upwhich is a very real problem in Florida, and we are
trying to address it.

Senator HAWKINS. We thank you for your participation. We look
forward to working with all of you in finding solutions to the vari-
ous problems with which we are faced. We also must loc!... tn the
private sector and ask for their help. They have responded by as-
sisting, for example, the Center for Missing and Exploited Children
in the effort to reduce child victimization. But we must continue to
ask for their support and the support of the public in our fight
against the exploitation of children.

We thank you for testifying today.
Our last, witness today is June Bucy, exeitive director of the

National Network of Runaway and Youth Services.

STATEMENT OF JUNE BUCY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE NA-
TIONAL NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES, INC.,
WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. BUCY. Senator Hawkins, I want to really thank you for this
hearing. I would like to salute the children's Senator. Your work
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with children, with families that are troubled by the actions of
their children and are frustrated in what they can do, has certainly
been recognized not only by the service providers around this coun-
try, but by the public, and we hope most fully by your constituents,
because you have really played an important role.

One of those roles has been to be available when you are needed.
As you know, the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Run-
away Youth Act last year was not smooth sailing all the way, and
we are very, very aware that it was your efforts that put that over.

I would like to be so bold as to suggest that the Appropriations
Committee is meeting this afternoon, and if you could speak with
Senator Hatfield and tell him of some of the emotions that obvious-
ly you have felt this morning, as the plight of these children has
been spelled out, requesting that more money be appropriated so
that programs can continue to expand, so there will be new pro-
grams, but that old programs in the effort to establish new ones,
would not lose moneywhich is what has happened for the last 2
years. While the funding has stayed the same, and new programs
have come into being, it has been at the expense of other programs.

We have talked with these people who have had their funding
reduced. They have to lose staff; they do not have enough money to
pay their highly qualified staff.

When I was working at a program in Galveston, which I did for
12 years before coming here to Washington, I was reduced to
saying to people as they came, wanting very, very much to work
with us, because we, too, were known as the most outstanding
social service program in town, particularly for young people and
their families, I had to ask people, "Are you sure you can afford to
work for us? We cannot afford to pay you a salary on which you
can support your family."

We are driving from our shelters people who E "e serious about
careers with youth services, because we simply cannot afford to
pay them. Many of the people that are there come from two-parent
families, where there is another wage earner, or they are very
young people who have not yet had to face the business of buying
their homes and supporting families.

When we talk about needing new staff and needing more money,
we are really talking about hanging onto people who have the ex-
perience, have the skills to work with these desperately needy fam-
ilies and children.

My name is June Bucy, incidentally, and I woi k with the Nation-
al Network of Runaway and Youth Services. We are a national
nonprofit organization that has members in every State. There are
over 700 agencies and coalitions that are members of the network.
We also coalition with others. We are members of the national as-
sembly of the National Collaboration of Youth, which is a group of
the major mainstream youth service organizations in this country,
of the Ad Hoc Coalition fur Juvenile Justice, and of the Youth Em-
ployment Coalition.

I say this to let you know that the youth service business is a
very sophisticated business these days. We are not just one-dimen-
sional programs of helping little runaways who have had some spat
with their families and will soon return. Runaway centers are pro-
grams that are working in their own communities and forming coa-
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litions with others across the States, as our Star .network people
have just told you, and across the Nation, to really link these serv-
ices together.

Some of our linkage is difficult because the system itself makes it
difficult. I think that is true in the reference to the Juvenile Jus-
tice Act and the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, and the Miss-
ing Childrer Act, which are parts of the same bill, but are admin-
istered by different Federal and State agencies. One of the prob-
lems is that we get different data because we use klifferent defini-
tions.

I personal:, think that using very large numbers almost immobi-
lizes 3. It not only causes people to wonder what in the world are
we talking about when we use such excessive numbers, but it
makes the public feel that nothing can be done. And, as the panel-
ists from the programs have just told you, that is not true.

All of us have nut only these awful stories of the things that
nave happened to young people, but we ..ave success stories, too. It
hal been 3 years since I was in Galveston, and I often get calls
from young people vith whom we worked, and I hear from the
staff down there abc A how well those children have turned out.

I got a call ju3t last week from a roung man who is on the honor
roll at the University of Southern California in his junkr year and
has an off el of a scholarship to go to law school. These are great
kids. I guess if there is any message I have at all, it is that they are
wonderful, wonderful children. They re not kids who would sit
there and let their families abuse them, would let the problems of
their families so overwhelm them that they cannot do anything.
These are kids who want something for themselves.

Senator Dodd asked if they made mature and rational decisions.
They may be rational, but they are rarely mature. These kids have
a sense of nutgic in the worldyou could see that from the things
in "Streetwise"that they want the cars, the jewelsvery unreal-
istic, but they are big things.

The youngsters who run from their homes are the kids who are
saying, "There is nothil here for me. I can't stand this. I'm going
to get out." And they are looking for something, and they will avail
themselves of the opportunity. And there are many, many success
stories.

There is one other thing that I am very concerned about. As we
look at these children, we talk about their families, and we talk
about the problems on the street. I think we need to focus more
attentic on our foster care and out child protective system. There
has been indiceionand I get this from a Nam, York study of
homeless children. that 50 percent of those children had been in
foster care before they came to the street. There was also a state-
ment that 53 per :ent of the children in foster care in New York

ere destined foi independent living. Thorp was no expectation
that they would ever go to a foster home or ever be able to return
horse. And .,nose kids are simply not being given the skills to sur-
vive on the street. We art.; setting up for ourselves e whole cadre of
people to be homeless in the future.

I think as we get data about those young people, we need to look
at what, our system is aoing.
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I have the very distinct feeling that kids fall through the cracks,
that they are never declared missing, that nobody ever looks for
them. We found our study of runaways last year that there are
many children who are turned may from shelters. Most often, this
is because the licensing simply will not allow those children to
come into facilities that ealready at capacity. I was in Louisiana
a couple weeks ago, and the State people were swing, "If you take
a child in past your licensing, you will lose your license." That is a
good goal, in that we want children to be well cared for in safe
places. But I think it is our systems that are a real problem for
these children, in limiting necessary resources.

These are also chaotic families. One bit of data that has struck
me in two realmsone, the most accurate data, the only time that
I know of that the Government has really set about trying to find
out how many children there are out there, was done on the basis
of a telephone survey that went into people's homes and they
asked, Do you have an adolescent, and if so, was he or she away
from home without their parents' permission. That study ig where
the basic number came from on runaways.

A study that was done in New York of all the shelters said, how-
ever, that only 25 percent of the families of these children had
lived in the same place for the previous 12 months. Forty-one per-
cent of the families had been living in one to three places. And 23
percent of the families had moved and had lived in four or more
places.

My sense of it is that these kids are coming from restless fami-
lies, and as they move from place to place, they often leave a child
behind. I remember one little boy who came to the shelter after
school 1 day. He had gone home. He lived in a trailerand the
trailer was not there, much less his family; I mean, it had van-
ished, and it was days before his family could be located.

These runaways are children from families who have all sorts of
problems themselves.

One of the questions you asked someone today was what are the
signs of running away, and what should parents do if they feel
their children are thinking about running. I think the first thing
parents need to do is look at their own lives to see if they are
frigl- en( 3, by some threat to their welfare, by a marriage that is
abou to break up, or because they are about to be evicted from an
apartment. I' is those things that children are running from, the
tensions that are caused by the family problems.

If parents when they are in great tension will learn to include
the kids, to tell the kids what they are worried about, or to listen
to the children's concerns and let the family be a strength to each
other. This is the kind of thing that the ehelters and other youth
prograrnh teach families to do, to find out what is giong on with
each person, to pull their strengths together, to set some goals, and
to work toward those goals.

The demand for the services of these children on the street is the
real crisis prot'em. Boys and girls suffer from a variety of risks be-
cause of the great demand for their bodiesthe beatings and the
diseasc and the pregnancy and the drug and alcohol abusethey
are forced into an underground so tvvisted and dark that many will
never emergebut many will. And good street work has learned to
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break into that cycle, and the programs that Ms. Hardy was talk-
ing about are very, very good programs, and we would urge you to
continue them.

The problem of homeless children has devastating effects on the
individuals, and great social consequences. The costs to society in-
clude long-term dependency through adult homelessness; criminal
activity, and the loss of potentially productive citizens. We feel that
this does not have to happen. We care about these children in our
country. There is a major result that the attention to missing chil-
dren has accomplished. It is to get us in touch with the fact that
we really do care about our children. I think once Americans real-
ize the plight that these young people are in, that they will want
the services and the protection provided to these young people.

I thank you again for this opportunity to share with you.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bucy and additional material

supplied follow:]
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rhairman Hawn.k, and mIbers of the Subcommittee, my name is June Bucy and

I am the Executive rirector of the National Network of Runaway and Youth Services.

The Network is a national, nonprofit organization comprised of more than 700

agencies and c,*litions of agencies across America that provide services to

runaway, homeless, and other troubled youth and their families. These services

include street outreach, shelter care, family counseling, and a vide variety of

crisis intervention services. Our membership covers every state in the nation

and includes groups such as the Florida Network of Youth and Family Services,

the New England Consortium for Families and Youth, and state-wide associations

in Indiana, Ohio, and Okalhoma.

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on

Children, Family. Drugs, and Alcoholism on the growing problem* of runaway and

homeless youth and "street kids". Before I begin my testimony, Senator Hawkins.

I want to express the National Network's sincerest appreciation to you for your

most c Itstanding leadership on behalf of our nation's children and youth. There

is absolutely no doubt that your diligence, courage, and wisdom has directly

resulted in landmark legislation and public policy which makes our nation's

children safer and healthier. I am expressing my heartfelt thanks to you not

only in my role as the executive of a national youth services agency, but also

as the mother of three and the grandmother of three young children. You have

earned the lasting respect of every parent, child, and family in America.

Madam Chairman, your leadership and caring for America's exp'oited and

abused children is demonstrated again by virtue of your holding this hearing.

It is important that this Subcommittee and all other key policymakers understand

and lea i more about the scope and scver'ty of America's "street k,ds"-- long-

term runaway, tnrovavay, or otherwise homeless youth who fend for themselves on

the street, usually by illegal activit4.es and often as the victims of predatory

adults.

Whereas the number of street kids who have become involved with drugs,

prostitution, and porrography is a subset of the overall runaway and homeless
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youth population. I briefly want to frame the problem. The most reliable

national estimates are that there are between 1.3 and 1.5 million runaway

and homeless youth ea,h year. These troubled young people are in every state

and community in our nation, represent every racial and et-ic population.

and are from families covering all income levels. A substantial number of

these young people -an be described as multi-problem. They have experienced

failure in school, have bused drugs and alcohol, have been victims of abuse,

neglect or sexual exploitation, and many have had negative contact with the

law enforcement system. Most important to remember is that these youth are

from families. While the youth's running away may be the most publicly

obvious behavior, the problems that led to this beha.4or often involve the

entire family.

As you and the members of the Subcommittee well kaow, federal support for

services to these children, youth, and families comes from the Runaway and

Homeless Youth Act (RHYA, Title III of P.I. 98-473). The RHYA, currently

funded at $23.25 million, provides support for 273 shelters across the country

and a select variety of special initiatives such as the National Runaway

Switchboard (a hotline for youth and their parents) and demonstration projects

on ad sing children, juvenile prostitution, teenage suicide prevention, and

family reunification.

fia,am Chairman, I know that your benchmark efforts around the Passing

Children's Assistance Act helped the nation develop an even greater understanding

of the real and potential kinds of exploitation suffered by many runaway and

homeless youth. For many of these youth, drug abuse and dependency, sexual

exploitation and prostitution, and otaer illicit behaviors are the only ways

that these youth cal survive on the streets. Agair, it is important that we

understane the scope of the "street kid" problem.

As is the case with all the national statistics/estimates, the street kids

numbers are volatile. Estimates on the numbers of runaways /homeless /street

kids range from. 1 million to 4 million such youth each year in the United States.

The National Network believes that the often-cited estimate of 1.3 million per

year is a reliable number. An October, 1983 National Program Inspection (conducted

by the Office of Inspector C -rod, Department of Health and Human Se: s)

states that of the overall runaway/homeless youth population, " about re

hard core 'street kids' in serious trcuble, of which three quarters eng_ , in

some type of criminal activity and half in prostitution specifically".

If these percentages are applied to the 1.3 million youth, th following

estimates are derived:
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325,00., hard core street kids

243,750 youth engaged in some type of criminal activity

162,500 youth involved in prostitution

It is important to note that these numbers reflect estimates of youth for

a year's period of time, not the number of youth involved in such activity on

any single given night. Analogous to the tragedy surrounding Adam Walsh and

his family, I am sure that you, Senator Hawkins, and the members of this

Subcommittee agree that if there is even one child being victimized and sexaully-

exploited on the streets, that that is one child too many.

In the remainder of my testimony, I first will focus on some of the specific

problems facing street kids and their families, and offer some strategies for

addressing these problems. My testimony will close with some policy recomen-

dations for consieeration by Congress, the Administration, and other key policy-

makers.

Who are the street kids and what happens to them 7 Two recent media pieces- -

the documentary "Streetwise" produced by Cheryl McCall and "Why Children Bun Away"

the August 18th cover story in Parade Magazine by Dotson Bader have graphically

shown the fear, danger, and exploitation of street life. Furthermore, the

problems of drug abuse and sexaul exploitation are not confined to Seattle, San

Diego, New Orleans, and San Francisco. Adult drug dealers, pimps, and pedophiles

prey upon susceptible young street kids in Miami, Boston, and every other major

city in America.

I appreciate that it is difficult for adults who do not work with these

children and youth to understand the how's and why's these street kids become

tra,iped in such ugly and damaging lifestyles. The general public's unfamiliarity

with the lives and stories of these youth before they have fled to the streets

often leads outside observers to negatively (and -implistically) label these

children as delinquent hedonists and rebels. In fact, almost ell current

research and case studies 1.10W that the situations of these youth are far MOTS

complex. Specifically:

A July, 1985 report by the National Network entitled, To Whom Do
They Belong 7 A Profile of America's Runaway and Homeless Youth
and the Programs That Help Them shove the results of a nationwide
survey of 210 youth services agencies. 31% of the respondent
agencies reported an inczeass in the number of sexually abused
(at home and on the street) youth coming to the shelters. 29% of

the agencies cited an increase in ohyscially abused youth, and
29% noted that drug and alcohol abwe were growing problems.

A 1984 study conducted by the Ne York 7tat Psychiatric Institute
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and the Columbia University College of Physicians shoved that
502 of the runaway youth interviewed (ne118) left because of
the violence and abuse they experienced at home; 822 had
"significant psychiatric disabilities"; 492 had attempted or
seriously threatened suicide.

The previously-mentioned DHHS Inspector General's report found
that 36% of the youth run from physical or sexual abuse; 442
run because of other severe long-term problems; 202 because of
temporary or less severe crises.

My purpose in detailing these statistics is two -fold. First, it is important

to dispel the notion that street kids are care-free, vagabond youth who have

taken to the streets as part of some kind of counter-culture, rebellious,

adolescent acting-out behavior. One false assumption in this myth is that

these youth have loving, welcoming homes waiting for them, if they would only

clern up their lives.

While a small percentage of runaways and street kids do fit under the stereo-

type, the overwhelming evidence is that most do not. Many street kids are push -

outs and throwaways youth who have been forced out of their homes by their

parents or guardians. Others have fled because of abuse, neglect, incest, or

other forms of exploitation. Most street kids have dropped or been thrown out

of school, have had negative experiences with the police and juvenile court,

have few (if any) employment skills, have abused alcohol and drugs, and have no

stable family situation to return to. Unless these street youth are attracted

to and receive the services they need, it is highly likely that they either

will apprentice into the next generation of adult homeless or become totally

dependent on publicly financed institutional and incarceration systems.

Again, Madam Chairman, I want to emphasize that not all, not even the majority

of, runaway and homeless youth are involved it prostitution, drug abuse, and

child pornography. gut the numberi of these youth who are long-term drug abusers,

incest victims, sexually exploited on the street, and have multiple serious

problems seems to be increasing. The next horror story awaiting these children

is AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrom . We already know fro the press

of children who have contracted this di . The ever-increasing potential

that young male prostitutes will catch and pass on this disease truly is a

horror story almost beyond comprehension.

RHYA programs as one effective strategy for gettiLg kids off the streets.

Clearly, there are no simple, quick-fix solutions to solving the complicated

problems of street youth. All evidence, however, indicates that the kinds of

services provided by RHYA-funded programs offer the greatest promise.
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The National Network's recent report indicates that shelters provide an

average of 13 different types of services to youth, including shelter, individual

and family counseling, remedial education, pre-employment training, foster care

placement, drug and alcohol counseling, hotline services, and more. The 210

agencies surveyed in our report showed a "positive determination" rate of 57%--

that is, 57% of the more than 20,000 youth who received at least one night of

shelter were either reunited wit their families or placed in a safe living

environment. The National Network believes that this figure is probably lower

than the actual number of youth whose lives and circumstances have been measurably

improved by virtue of their involvement with a shelter program. This number

may be low in that shelter staff are not always able to maintain contact with and

track the progress of youth and their families for an extended time following the

youth's stay at the shelter or in a host home. Some programs had much higher

positive placement rates than others. More research is needed to determine if

this tiff: ence is a function of intake criteria, the respective agency's policies

and program design, or the availability of long-term community resources for

homeless youth.

Hard core street youth are an especially difficult population to sere,

least initially. One major reason that they seek out and stay on the streets- -

no matter how gruesome such an existence dig be-- is that these youth are very

distrustful of most adults. Most of these yc,ths's experiences with adults have

been extremely damaging. Even though similar (and worse) such abuse continues

during their stay on the streets, by participating in such abuse on the streets,

the youths's "anti-system" feelings are validat,d.

One reason that Cheryl McCall (both in Life Magazine and with the movie

"Streetwise") and Dotson Rader (3 Parade Magazine cover stories) were able to

poignantly capture the stories of street kids was that both writers were able

to earn the youths's trust. This same trust-building is what RHYA-funded youth

shelters do and do well. Through a mix of comprehensive services with an emphasis

on counseling, shelter staff are able to show and convince tens of thousands of

these troubled youth that they do have bona fide options for getting off th-

streets and having healthy, law-abiding lives.

My point here, Madam Chairman, is that the most feasible and cost-effective

solution to helping these youth is to strengthen the federal investment in the

Runaway and Homeless Youth Act. Let me assure you and the members of the Sub-

committee that I am not suggesting that Congress simply "throw money at the

problem". Nor at I calling for an expensive, new demonstration initiative.
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The National Network is recommending that adequate funds and resources be

made available under the existing RHYA program, and that Congress and the

Administration provide sufficient funds for a well-thought out, modest expansion

of new shelters in unserved/underserved communities. Parenthetically, RHYA

shelters make maximum use of their federal dollars in term of leveraging other

state, local, and private funds. The National Network's recent report showed

that of the 156 RHYA shelters that responded to our survey. RHYA funds made up

an average of 311 of the respective agency's budget. RHYA programa are models

of public/private and federal/state partnerships.

The results of the National Network's nationwide survey identify those needs

which shelter programs have in serving street kids and other runaway and home-

less children and youth, specifically:

Staff Training - 74% of the agencies cited the need for more
specialized staff training to work with the complex problems
of these youth and their families on issues such as suicide
prevention, working with sexual abuse and incest victims,
drug and alcohol abuse, and others.

Continuum of Services - 722 of the agencies identified the need
to extend their services into prevention and aftercare mess
such as street outreach and followup counseling. This need is
consistent with the findings of the 1983 GAO Report. "Federally

Supported Centers Provide Needed Services for Runaways and Rome -
less Youths". Additional outreach services will identify youth
at-risk of victimization earlier so that preventive cervices can
be more effective. Increased followup will enhance the staying
power of the services provided while the youth was at the shelter.

Independent Living Prof am - 672 of the agencies expressed the
need for independent living programs for their 16-18 year old
youth who have little possibility of being reunited with their
families or being adopted or placed sn a foster home. Independent
living programs provide safe living arrangements for the youth
while teaching them life management and pre-employment skills.

Capital Improvements of the Shelter Facility - 622 of the respondents
cited the need for major maintenance and housing repair. Snclters
need funds for these improvements in order to meet state dui local
health, fire, and safety codes, as well as provide an appropriate
environment for these young people.

Better Salaries and More Staff - 86% of the programs cited the
need for more staff and for Salary i for el' staff.
Shelters operate for 24 hours a day and work with youth and families
under stress. It is a national disgrace that skilled and experienced
staff who work long hours, and often are on around the clock duty,
earn $8,000-$12.000/year. Volunteers are an important asset to
programs, but 'hey can only complement, not replace staff.
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In closing, Madam Chairman, I want to commend the Department of Health

and Human Services, specifically the Office of Hunan development Services for

their policy of modest expansion of new RHYA shelter programa during the last

three years. Clearly, the Administration is responding to an important national

problem, and these new programs will result tn substantial savings in other

public dollars, e.g. reduced incarceration, anemployment benerics costs, AFDC,

etc., in future ye rs.

The problem, however, is that this expansion is occuring without sufficient

new monies, therefore, the budgets of existing shelters are being reduced in

order to support the new programa. In your own State of Florida, Senator Hawkins,

shelters in Fort Myers and Fort Lauderdale were cut more than $:1.000 -ach for

the upcoming year. Despite the decrease in the rate of increase of inflation,

and despite whatever gains our economic system has enjoyed during the last two

years, these cuts have been very damaging to Florida's programs and programs

similarly effected in many other states across the nation. The proverbial

"robbing Peter to pay Paul" makes no sense and is extremely counterproductive

to the needs of these youth and their families. I strongly recommend that

Congress enact "hold harmless " provisions for ARA shelters that meet the

DRHS Performance Standards and show c demonstrated record of effectiveness.

This concludes my written te.timony. Again, the National Network Is

grateful to you Senator Hawkins for holding this hearing, and for your years of

leadership on children a,,d youth issues I welcome any questions which you and

the Subcommittee may have.
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I. INTRODUCTION & ALhNOWLEDUEMENT

Since Congress established thr Runaway Youth A,r .,

concerned citizens. urganizatiunS and poliLvmaker5 acr,a,, Am,,, ,a
have graoually become more aware of the serious probieds
involving runaway and homeless youth and their families. Current
estimats of the number of runaway and homeless children anJ
youth in America range from 1.3 tc 2 million each year. A tew
studies and extrapolations suggest that there may be ab many as 4
million children who run away from home for at least one right
each year.

Who are these children and youth? What are their problems
and how serious are they?. There are no clear, discrete
categories, but the following definitions are generally accepted.
it is Important to remember that children frequently fall Into
more than one category.

"runaways" are children and youth who are away from home at
least overnight without parental or caretaker
permission.

"homeless" are youth who have no parental. substitute foster
or institutional home. Often. these youth have left.
or been urged to leave with the full knowledge or
approval of legal guardian and have no
alternative home.

"ay,trm-, Lida" are you" i who have been taken into the custody
of the state due to confirmed child abuse and
neglect. or other serious family problems. Often
these children have been In a series of foster
homes, have had few opportunities to develop
lasting ties with any adult. are school drop-
outs. and have few independent living skills.

"street kids" are long-term runaway or homeless youth who
have become adept at fending for themselves "on
tha street". usually by Illegal activities.

"missing children" ca,i refer to any child whose whereabouts
are unknown. it is most often used to refer to
children who are believed to have been abducted
end victims of foul play and/or exploitation.

There 15 no "typical" runaway or homeleSs youth. They are
most often youth between the ages of 12 and 18. The runaway
Population is compr,sed of male. female, White. Black. Hispanic,
Asian, urban and rural youth from all socio-economic classes.
from every State and Congressional District In the nation.
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Many of these children, hpwe\er, are "throwaways" --vc,ung
who have been forced Out of their homes by their fami,ies.
have run away because they were dhvbicaily or oexua.ly dCue1
victims of extreme neg ect. Providers believe chat a
percentage of these youth run away because their families have
become "dysfunctional", that is. the family has such economic,
marital. alcohol abuse or mental health problems that there nac
b'en a total breakdown between the youths and ramilies
in crisis situations. Finally. some of these youths are social],
and emotionally troubled. They have experienced a series of other
personal failures with their schools, the law, finding a job.
drug and alcohol abuse, and other adolescent situations. They see
lea, lng as their way cwt.

Mos, youth service providers agree that. in the vast
majority of cases. the young PeoPle are running away from
somet drig rather than to something. The mistaken public
Perc,ntion that runaway and homeless youth are on the streets
because they are Pursuing a carefree and rebellious lifestyle is
rapidly Lissolving. If policymakers. the media, and the American
Public learn more about the PrO-iamS and tragedies these chi'dren
.ind youth face, it is our hope that more appropriate and cost-
effective services can be implemented to prevent this large group
of runaway and homeless youth from ap,rnticing into the next
generation of humeless adults.

To Whom Do They Belong? A Profile of erica's Runaway and
Homeless Youth and the Programs That He Th m is the report of
a needs assessment conducted by the Nd onal Network of Runaway
and Youth Services based on survey data gathe ed from 210 youth
service agencies c-ross the nation. The purpose of tills survey
was to capture demographic information on the runaway and
homeless youth coming co rhelters and find out what programs
serving these youth need. Th, survey's methodology and findings
a e discussed in Sections III and IV.

The puipose t'is report is to analv-_e th! survey's
findings. straw some frst-level conclusior.. and raise some
issues for consideration by service providers, policymaKers, and
concerned citizens. How many youth are carol to these shelters
and what kinds of prof' ems do they have; ,a these Shelters
"work" -- do they help these troubled Young people and, when
Possible, tne families? What addi,lonal services ere needed for
these youth in order to redirect their lives towards self
sufficiency and law-abiding behavior ana away Ti P future
dependency on public assistance? Finally, wlat can policymakers
dfld the general publ c do to help these youth and the shelters
that serve them? Our report does not fully answer these
Questions. but It does oiovicie valuable current information --

Profiles of the youth, i,"ielter servi,es, arc laentification of
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\_hose oiogr,=mmatIc areas in wh, i.n tuture public ,,o _r, _

in,eatments on benal.- of the-,e "c_luth ono

Tht. questior, raised in the title, "To Whom Do They belong"
is intended t, generate further discussion on the most
and humare ar4rud.iit to neloing these runaway and homeles,
Youth In d PerfeC' world, the OUVIGUi, anawer would be to reun,,e
ail of tiese LriltUre,1 with 'heir families. Uur world, rtDwe,er
is tnan pe.fect. Many of these children have t'ed their
homes because of abuse, neglect. or other serious family
problems. For those vOuth simply to return to the same crisis
situations would only lead to more prOblems. In fact. a 1983
survey by the Federal Department of Health and Human Services
shows that about 507. of these youth have a realistic prospect of
returning home or going to a foster care family. The issue
facing POIlLyrnd rs is which service systems and programs can
best resolve the problems of these youth and the attendent
consequences to society which these problems exacerbate.

The Na 4 ional Network's response to the question "to whom do
they belong" is that these yoi.itl are best served by community
based shelters and youth programs which provide a mix of
counseling and other support services in an environment where the
Youth feel safe.

The National Network wisries to expres5 its gratitude to the
staff and Board or Direr-tors of the 210 runaway and homeless
youth services programs who responded to our eight page
questionnaire, We are alwo ,rateful to Suzanne Tuthill, Ph,D.
for assistance with the data collection and analysis. Don
Mathis, the N,.tic.nal Network's Associate Director, served as the
coordinator for this proje-t. No Federal of other public funds
were used to -arry out this survey or produce this We
ho,e that this r7.z--t contributes to greator understandirg by
the general public the problems of these youth and the
successes and needs of tie shelter programs which help them.

Linda Reppono, Chairperson
June Bucy. Executive Director

The NJtional Network of Runaway and Youth Services Inc.
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11. BACKGROUND ON THE NATIONAL NETWORK. RUNAWAY AN: niY1C-Ez

YOUTH SERVICES. AND TnI5 REPORT

The National Network of Runaway and Youth 5ervices IS a
natiOnal, rrnproFit membership oryanization romprIseU or more
than 5u0 regionar, state, and local yOurh sery ces agencie..

providing services to runaway. homeless, anci other teodele
children and youth. One or the National Network's major goals is
to promote improvements in the service systems and public
palsies which affect these youth, other yoLng people, and their
families. In order to achieve this goal, the National Network
periodically -ollects information on the shelters, the services
they provide, and the children, youth, and fan lies they serve.

The National Network:
o provides training and technical

services on youth issues;
o publishes a bi-monthly newsletter;
o conducts an annual symposium In Washington,

D.C:
o monitors federal and state policies which

afrect children, youth, and families;
o conducts public aware,ess/educat on activities.

In 1984, the National Network impiemented a national
cow,uterired information-sharing telecommunications system
(YOUTHNET) ard also became the administe-ing agency for the
National Fund for Runaway Children. This program division grew
out of a 1982 series of cover stories In Parade Magazine oy
Dotson Rader on the )-oblems and tragedies of America's runaway,
homeless and street youth. The Fund :rives donations from
groups and indiviOuals and awards the,, funds to youth shelter
Programs that need support.

The National Network is administered by a member- elected,
nationally repres..!ntative Board of Directors who are
distinguished by their expertise In youth services any policy.
(See Appendix) The National Network's office is Washington,
D.C. June 13.cy serves as Executive Director.

National attention on the problems of runaway and homeless
youth is a relatively recent phenomenon. In 1970, the Senate
Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency held hearings on
the increasing numbers of youth who were fleeing from their homes
and were in danger. In 1972, concerned youth service providers
and advocates met in Minnesota and recognized the national scope
of the probleo, the neea for specific types of services for these
at-risk youth, and t. e need for communication between shelters
across the country. ) September of 1974, Congress enacted. and
President Fo-d 51(.- ed, the landmark J_venile Justice and
Delinquency Prevent on Act and the Runaway Youth Act. In 1977, as
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Congress developed a greater understanding of the problem ofhomeless youth and throwaways. the la., was amended at the
"Runaway and Homeless Youth Act" (RHYA).

In 1975, a national survey by the Federal Department ofHealth, Education, and Welfare (now the Department of Health andHuman Services) estimated that there were 733.000 runaway and
homeless youth annually. 1984 estimates, which seem most reliable
to the National Network range from 1.3 to 1.5 million runaway
and homeless youth each year.

Service.- to Runaway and Homeless Youth. During 1984. $23.2
million in funds were appropriated by Congress for the RHYA t
support 260 runaway and homeless youth shelters across thenation. A portion of these funds were used to support the
National Runaway Switchboard, a toll-free hotline and
communication channel which counsels youth who are thinking about
running away; provides crisis counseling and referral service to
runaway and homeless youth, and brokers contact between the youthand their families. Finally, a portion of the RHYA funds go to
innovative direct service projects and research directed at
special issues and problems. e.g. family reunification
strategies. Independent living program; for older homeless teens.
suicide prevention, employment and training services, juvenile
prostitution, and cthers.

Many statf and local governm-nts funo and supPOrt services
to runaway and homeless youth. New s;ork, West Virginia,
Wi$consin, Texas, Florida, Oklahoma, and usher states make such

rids available. Most shelters are adminiscered by community-
' ed non-prof.l. agencies. Furthermore, most runaway and homeless

uth shelters receive support from their local United Way.
religious groups. corporations, foundations, and other private
sources, including donations from individu&s.

Staff and volunteers at the shelters help runaway andhomeless youth, and when possible their famfliee, by being
accessible ano responsive. Shelters are staffed and open 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Hotline phone -c),,eaelIng Is always
available. The shelter provides a safe place for the young people
to stay while these youth receive counseling, food, and other
support services (e.g. health, education, family counseling, andmore). The first goal of the -helter programs generally is to
reunite the youth with his /her family by encouraging and helpingthe resolution of the intra-family problem(s) In those riseswhere successful family reunification is not Possible. shelter
staff work with the youth and othe- public and private social
service agencies to secure the most appropriate long -teem living
arrangements for the youth.

In aodlt,or to crisis intervention services, many shelters
across the nation provide other specialized services which the
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youth need. including drug and alcohol counseling. lunj-.-.:rr

foster car transportation, reLreatkon, and wori.

training. As Section IV of this report will show. runaway ar,i

homeless youth programs effectively provide a rink o'r

comprehensive 5. vices s-o these at-risk or high-risk youth, and

when possible their families.

Since the 1974 implementation of the fed_-al run,wav aria

homeless youth program, sh-lters have been improving ti- quality
and scope of their services to these troubled youri people.

Community agencies. su::h as Boys Clubs. the Salvation Army, Big
Brothers/Big Sister's, YMCA. YWCA and others have become actively
involved in serving runaway and homeless children anti youth.
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RA-IONALE FOR

Marry media ,

become interested In It,- Jna ur the em7 -

runaway and numeiess yo -'!!. A great deal or Pubiic Inter,2,t
the p' fight of ttntDt. Lhi,ore, limy bee, generated uy it,turt
5toi te, C 3Cle. grader's Olga -' .

The New sec, k TI uec, r0_1 md, outer kidyoZI,it.7 and Ira.w,..,apers.
or AL3: Nigh' I in, , it ._

LISA N,twork and fl,J), ,Jthe, ltievi slCn mini radio Ploy,,I,,u ha It
carritd segments On run,woy, due my the pa,t two yea's.

iwo,,itant consequence of this media ariention you'r
probleirat, is that key poiicymakers, community leaders, law
enforoment officials, and others request more information than
is contained in file media's case studies and anecdotes on
individual runaway and noraeles, criildren. A need was identified
for a national overview (with statistics) on the problems of
these youth and how shelters help these youth.

In November of 1984. the National Network Board of Directors
instructed its staff to carry out a national survey and needs
assssment of agencies which provide services to runaway and
homelet, youth. An eight page uue,tionnaire was designed by
National Network Board Members. staff, directors, and
volunters with experlse in ,,outh servic . The questionnaire
had three major sections. The first focuse. on the agency and its
capacity *or serving youth. The second ,Queste-, numbers and
informatn., un the yout,, served. The thin asked the agency to
Identify Program needs, success -tories, and future
pr Or It

More *'ter, 900 questionnaires were utrIbuted n .lonally; the
e,act number is imuo,sible to dote' ine as shelter administrators
were encouraged to dublIcate anti circulate the aauestionnaire
dira.ng tnerr colleagues who had not rece'ved it. Al! member
agencies of the National Net urk and all federally-funded rcnaway
lid _,r,e 1 -±-, shelters Were mar 1 et.1 the survey

In February, iqer preliminary survey results were released
during the National Network's 11th annual symposium. Sections III
and IV of tnis report rsucesent the final numbers and findings.
210 agencies, represen ir,g more than 312 shelters and 23C foster
home', serving

Parenthet,caliy, readers of this report ma/ tp'. 'nterested intw,o ,tire ;o' .;meats P_Jraw, and Homeles. 'on 1.. r National Pro-
ara- Inst_rection (Oct,Dur, :9:'3) and the Fr' 1983 Annual Re-
E,r, __ J' ,t3tUr. arc Accomplishments of the

FL.ndrj t, e R..rrray.ay arid Horaele,.s Youth Act (IS-
_JeJ ;-erruar Dr rep,,, t; were prepa'ed by the

of .)e,t100ment ervIceS/DepattMent of Health and
Htmd, D,erv, e_
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runawavS, responded tc the surve/. Respondents were from a r

states and Puerto Rico.

To Whom Dr, They Belong? A Profile of America's Runaway aid
Homeless Youth e.od the Programs That Help Them, captures the
results of this survey. The purpose of this report 15 co pruvid,_
a curre.t ,Jverview on the successes, needs, and types of runawa,
and oomeless youth programs and the vooth they sere. The

National Network's intent is to inform puliLy kers, the media,
and LuncerneJ groups and individuals about they cost-effective,
crisis intervention servftes which are helping thousands of
troubled young people and their families every day in every state
of our nation.
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III. METHODOLOGY

To Whom Du They Be'ong? A ordfile of Amer,col, unnwnr
Homeless Youth and the Prow-8ms That Heip Them (hereafter
referred to as TW) is the result of a pilot survey of 210 youth
service agencies across the country. The purposes of this pilot
survey were to:

1) generate data and descriptive information wnith would
provide an up-to-date profile of the youth and the
shelters.

2) find c..rt what types of Information shelters were or were
not recording and what these data reveal.

3) trigger the National Network and youth shelters in
gathering data which have not been krpt, e.g. incidences
of sexual abuse. suicide attempts, family service needs.
staff training needs, and more.

4) use the findings erom this survey to design a more appropriate
data-gathering instrument with fixed-response categories.

5) use the narrative and anecdotal information to Provide
additional findings, future instrument questions, and clear uP
any ambiguyties around present and future data systems.

6) determine whether there is a need for a more scientifically
rigorous study.

More importantly in terms of the methcdo'ogy, this study
presents a national "profile" of these youth and services. That
is. toe design relic., on nominal and ordinal le'el data from
which only descriptive statistics can be derived. Specifically,
the survey provided frequency distributions of program services,
service needs. and numbers and types of youth served. The
questionnaire end this research were not designed nor intended to
Provide detailed statistical Inferences (e.g. causal
relationships) between reporting categories. The "profile" Is a
summary of aggregate numbers and significant program needs.
Expre"'ed prograi needs will be noted as "significant" If more
than 50% (105 of the 210) responding agencies identified the
issue or problem as a need. "Other' program needs responses will
Include those with less than 50% response rate, yet are
identified by such res,Tnndehts as critical to their respective
programs. It Is important to remember that these exPresSed
program/service needs are derived direc',1v from the problems and
needs which these runaway and homeless youth have whey, they
arrive at the shelter.

To Whom Do They Belong: A Profile 2E America's Runaway
and Humele5s Youth and the Programs That Help Them is a profile
of America'; runaway and homeless youtn aid the shelters that
-erve .hem. The ,Jmbers and resonses covering a one year period
between 1'3:7.3 :,:res4 offer an up -to -date picture of these youth and
the shelter,.
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IV. Fi4D1NGS AND COMMENTARY

Sur vey ip_tion 8 Numerical Results

By April 1914'.,. the National Network had received si
from 210 agencies which serve runawa,, and homeless youth. ihese

agencies represent 312 separate shelter facilities and 230
individual foster care homes (for short and long term services to
runaway and homeless youth). Of these 210 respondents.

o 156 are funded. in part, by the federal Runawas, and
Homeless Youth act (RHYA). These 156 represent 60L of all
the RHYA programs.

o 194 are community-based, non-profit organizations: 14 ore
Public/municipal agencies: 2 are Indian tribal

organizations.

o Shelters from all 50 states and Puerto Rico submitted
surveys.

To serve the youth in their communities, these 210 agencies
maintain 2.815 beds and employ 2.813 Cull and part time staff.

It is important to note that these shelters require staff

coverage 24 hou a day. 7 days a week. 365 days a year. To
complement the 5i C. these programs rec-uited 8,418 volunteers
who gave 810.513 hours of volunteer time and services.

Additionally, these programs generated $2,606,510 worth Jf in-

kind services and non-cash donations.

These shelters each accessed an average of 5 public and
private funding services in addition to RHYA funds. These
include a mix of other federal fund:,, state and local government
resources. United Way and Community Chest, foundation and
corporate grants, contributions From civic and religious

organizations, donations by individuals, and proceeds from the

respective program's own fundraising efforts or entrepreneurial

activities.

The shelters provide an ave-egr of 13 diggerent tyoes of

service to the-e troubled you'h and their families: either

directly or in cooperation with an established referral

arrangement. These types of services include:

o Shelter care
o Individual coJrseling
o Outreach to youth
o Education

o Pre-employment training
o Employment
o Transportation
o Mental health services
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o Health services
o foster care
o family counseling
o Orug and alcohol counseling o
o Services in cooperation with o
Juvenile court (restitution o
and diversion)

0

Independent living
Recreation
Community hotline se-vices
Group counseling
Legal services
Missing children's
assistance
Aftercare (for the youth
after they leave the
shelter)

Youtt population Served By the Resergmgoati

These numbers reflect the youth served by the 210 programs
for a one year reriod during 1983-1984. Specifically, these
programs:

o provided at least one night of shelter to 50,354 yout.i;
27,038 female, 23,316 male.

o sheltered 19,411 runaways, 6,669 thrnwaways..and 24,274
other youth, e.g. abused and neglected children placed In
the shelter by local child protective service agencies.
Juvenile court referr-i=. .outh whu left home by mutual
consent, and other cr._ .ntervent.on placements.

o reported serving 5,682 cases of physically abused youth.

o reported servirg 3,439 cases of sexual abuse.

o provided services to an additional 101.568 nonsheltered
youth and/or their families, c..nd responded to 171,931
hotline calls and contacts.

o were forced to turn away 6,732 youth because the shelter
was filled to capacity and there was no available bed
space.

o turned away 3,518 youth because It was determined that
the shelter was not appropriate fc- the youth's needs.

o had an average positive termlnaticl/elacPment rate of
57%, e.g. the youth were reunited with their families,
placed In a foster care or group home, helped to attain
en Independent living arrangement, or placed '1 some non-
secure detention progran.
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Expressed Program Needs: Signtf cant

Agency and service needs expressed Cy the respondents
regarding their respective agencies were oetermined to be
"significant" if they were Identified by more tnan 507. (105 of
210) of the respondents. ?he survey showed the following need,
as most critic41:

o Better salaries 2n0 benefits and more etaff. 36% of the
agencies cited the need for salary increases for staff
and/or the need for more staff. Shelter directors noted
that staff turno\er was a problem due to low salaries:
A caseworker earning $11.000/year is trained by the
shelter to work with troubled youth and then leaves to
work for a county agency and earn $18.000/year: a
degreed counse.or can earn more and work under much less
stress at the local post office. In addition to the
need for adequate salaries. respondents also noted the
need for better trained staff. especially for the neces-
sary 24 hour/day coverage. Directors stated that
if runaway and homeless youth shelter programs had
salary and fringe packages comparable to public and
other sociai service agencies in their locale that these
staff would be more likely to stay with the program.

orpre Staff Training. 747. of the agencies cited the
need for more staff training. especially for working with
multi-problem youth and especially in those geographic
areas where the shelter is one of the few. If not only.
youth service providers. Among the complex "presentirg
problems" (those personal situations and difficulties
the youth have when they arrive at the shelter)
those needing the most counseling are incest
victimization. sexual abuse. Juvenile court Involvement,
drug and alcohol abuse (Including parental abuse),
school failure. and medical/dental needs.

o Qwitinuum 2f services 72% of the agencies
cited the need for more outreach, preventive services,
and aftercare for the youth In their communities.
Preventive services Include working with schools. other
youth agencies. and community groups to show young
people that running away is not the best solution to
their problems. Prevention also can include youth and
family drop-in counseling and parent education.
0,Jtreach Includes having streetworkers and other
counselors available to go out 1n those areas of toe
community during the hours that youth congregate. and
reach the youth "on their turf". Afte,-care refers to
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tnose roliow-up services which youth need after they
complete their stay at the shelter. Including counseltna,
education. employment services, family counseling and
community referrals.

o Independent Living Proorafas.677, of the agencies
noted that for many of their youth. eoecially older
youth. age 16 ano above, there is little chance of
returning home. often no home at all, and little
Possibilitlty of finding a foster home. Independent
living programs offer a comprehensive mix of services
Including housing, life skills and money management,
employment and training, remedial education, counsel-
-ing, and other services. Independent living
components of runaway and homeless youth shelters
enable the staff to continue helping the youths
following their stay at the shelter (maximum 15 days).
and thereby increase the youths' probability of
becoming self-sufficient rather than welfare-
dependent.

o caroltal improvements of the Shelter. 627. of the
responden s cited the neeo for major maintenance and
capital improvements of their shelter facility.
Shelters comply with state and local licensing. fire and
safety. and health codes. Because most shelters are
community-based home models. these facilities undergo
the same kinds ,f wear and tea that family dwellings
do. Furthermore. these upkeep costs are exacerbated by
the sheer volume of youth. staff. and volunteers who us

facility. F,2cleral guidelines limit the amount of
0A funcrs which can be used for renovation to 15% of

the fede-al grant. Frozen pipes. a broken heater and the
need for electrical rewiring can cause havoc with even
the most carefully designed budget.

Expressed Program Needs: Other

"Other" program needs are those which generated less than a
507, response rate (less than 105 of 210 agencies), but given the
number of respondents and the compelling nature of the
descriptions of these problems. seemed worth noting.

0 Mental health services. 41% of the agencies cited
the neeC for more mental health services for the youth
and families they serve. particularly ac is to
special'zed mental health services. e.g. vi ms of
sexual abuse and Incest. suicidal youth. .1.ficult
juven,le court referrals. and multi-problem families.
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o Foster care and lona term placement. 39e of the
orogram% identified the need for specialized foster
care homes and other forms of long term placement for
youth after they leave the shelter.

o Sexually abused children. 31% of the respondents
cited an increase in the number of sexually abused
children and youth coming to their shelters. They also
identified the need for staff training and other
resource:, for working with these %.ittioes.N.

o Physically abused children. 29% of the programs
cited an Increase In the number of physically abused
youth coming to the shelters.

o Substance abuse. 297. of the programs reported that
drug, alcohol, and substarce abuse were major problems
for their youth.

O Education and employment. 28% of the programs cited
the need for alternative education for their youth.
227. of the programs identified specialized employment
and training programs as a need.
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Are Youth More Troubledi

The survey asked Programs to respond to the following
question:

"During the pest year, National Network staff and others
in Washington, D.C. concerned with runaway and homeless
youth services and policy have heard comments from
shelter staff to the effect that the youth they serve
"are more troubled, have more serious problems, and
require more bpeciallzed services" than the youth who
were coming to the shelters 5 - 6 years ego. Does the
experience of your program during the past year agree
or not agree with this generalization? If it agrees.
how? For example. some staff identify a greatly
increased number of referrals from Juvenile court:
others note more youth with serious drug and alcohol
problems have accelerated staff burn-cut. What
disturbing trends have yo..: seen in the youth your
agency serves and how has your program tried to address
those problems?"

61.5% (129) of the programs responded that the youth thay
ere serving seem more troubled and/or multi- problem than the
youth they were serving 5-6 years ago.

1.5% (3) of the programs responded that the youth do nct
seem more troubled or difficult to serve.

37% (78) of the programs whose not to respond or else
answered that it is difficult to ascertain a general sense of
whether their youth clients are more troubled. Some respondents
noted that their youth may seem more multi-problem only because
staff had improved in their abilities to recognize and serve such
troubled youth, or the community has greater expectations of the
programs and refers more difficult cases to them.
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anfral:A

The National Network's methodology for this study was not

designed to generate Casual inferences between specific survey
answers and categories. The survey offer* profiles of runaway.
homeless. and other troubled yOUth and the shelters that serve
them by compiling aggregate numbers. descriptive statistics. and
anecdotal Information. The National Network's intent also was to
get sense of what kinds of statistiCs shelters are keeping and
examine what adeltional kinds of data shelters might consider
recording.

One signifiCant overall comment regarding the numbers
InCILdal under "Survey Population and Numerical Results" ear.ier
in this section is that several of the totals were under-
reported. That Is, several respondents noted that they do not
keep records on such services. needs. and youth problems. e.g.
the numbers of youth turned away. suicidal ynuth. hotline calls.
homeless youth. Incidence of sexual abuse. and other categories.
Most of the 20 responses to the 8 page questionnaire reflected
an adequate degree of recordkeening by the shelters in terms of
the numbers and types of youth. Adequate record-keeping Is not a
bureaucratic end in Itself -- it Is a valuable tool which shelter
staff use to plan the most appropriate services for the youth.
administrators use to determine the cost - effectiveness of their
programs. and the agency uses to understand the problems and
needs of youth and families In their resPecttve communities.

Two of the most under-reported categories were abuse
(physical and sexual) and the number of youth turned away due to
no a,,allable bed space et the shelter. Many programs noted that
some of the sheltered youth who the staff suspected had been
physically and/or sexually abused were not counted ;r1 their
agency's survey response because the abuse was not Confirmed or
disclosed by the youth during their stay et the shelter. Many
youth do not admit to having been abused because they are afraid.
either for their own sartty or for what might happen to the
indivIlual(s) (often family members) who abused them. In some
agencies question about abuse are not asked and If volunteered
are not recorded doe to philosophical policies about
confidentiality. One program In New York. reporting 8.532
sheltered youth. Is among those not questioning youth about
abuse.

In terms of youth who were turned away due to a lack of bed
space In the shelx.er, more then 60% of the respondents stated
that they did not keep such records. The standard practice for
handling such cases Is that the filled-to-capacity shelter refers
the youth to other shelters or programs in the area. In many
communities. however "otner" runaway and homeless youth shelters
ore few and far between.
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The survey findings also dispel the notion that youth who
come to runaway and homeless youth shelters are youn;
people who are fretting cier a routine adolescent squabble with
their parents. The problems of these youth and their families
are not simple. The reported levels cf physical and sexual abuse
(again. believed under-reported), the fact that 38% of the
programs cited foster care/.ong term out-of-home placement needs
for their youth, and the programs' expressed needs for more
specialized mental services and staff training indicate
that shelters are working with youth and families who nave
serious and complex problems.

Another indicator of the multi-problem, "at-risk" nature of
the youth is that the respondents identified 24.274 (48%) of the
sheltered youth as having come to the shelter for reasons other
than or in addition to being runaway or homeless. Specifically,
many of these youth are placed in shelters by child Protective
service agencies because the youth have been physically
exploited, abused or neglected. State and county child welfare
agencies refer their youth clients to shelters while they await
foster care, group home placement, or reunification with their
families. A third segment of this "other" population are those
youth who are placed in shelters by juvenile court and law
enforcement officials while the youth await their hearings or
court placements.

Many of these youth have been runaway, homeless, or on the
street for some time, but are at the shelter because of their
Involvement with some other social service or juvenile justice
system. The National Network informally refers to these youth as
"systems kids". The successes and difficulties of shelters in
working with these systems kids appears to be an issue worthy of
further study and analysis. The need for basic education and
independent living skills training are clearly priorities for
this group.
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MEASURES OF THE SHELTER'S EFFECTIVENESS

The survey results point to many acheivements and successes
which runaway ar homeless youth shelters across the nation have
attained in work ,g with troubled children, youth, and families.
Some of the most otable Findings include:

'571 of the youth are r- I I 1

placed In a safe living environment. Similar to the earlier
findings. this figure. probably is lower than the actual number or
youth whose lives and circumstances have been . ,er-1 by virtue
of their involvement with a shelter program. Th tr may be
low in that shelter staff are not always able to r n contact
with and track the progress of the youth and their .lies for an
extended period of time following the youth's stay the shelter.
Some programs had much higher pcsitive placement rates than
others. More research Is needed to determine 11- this difference is
a function of the intake criteria, the Program policies and
Performance. or of the lack of long term resources available In
the community for homeless youth.

The major significance of this 571 figure is that it offers stroro
evidence that shelter programs are an effective way of preventing
these youth from a future of welfare dependency, criminal
activity, adult homelessness. and other Personal and family
tragedies which result in serious drains on taxpayers and the
economy. As policymakers and social science researchers examine
the relationship between child abLse, runaway behavior, crime, aria
unemployment, it is Importer: to note that a nationwide system of
community based runaway and homeless youth services exists which
offers a cost-effective alternative to a future generation of
adults and families who cannot contribute to our nation's economic
health and well-being.

Shelter programs, by virtue of the broad range of services
which they provide, represent one of the most effective
strategies for interrupting and closing off tne
apprenticeship of this generation of troubled youth into
tomorrow's generation of lomeless and disadvantaged adults,

The shelter, provide a comprehensive mix of an average of
J3 types of services which is the most effective means of
W.Orkino with the multiple problems faced by these Youth and
families. One problem for traditional social service
agencies that work with at-risk young people and families
is that in many cases, those agencies have 3 somewhat
limited scope of services. For example. child protective
services have an investigative base and cannot Provide
services unless there 15 confirmed abuse or neglect. The
criminal justice system cannot mandate services unless
there is a "crime" and a violator of law. Public schools
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:0- only v s..-deht., who meet Chen'
cone age-1,1es foco,-, on

tra ning. Gut h3ve 1 remeolar eh.ucat ivn .e' vi e_.
aorri- may provide effective crisis intervention Jri

services. but riot Offer support services such as
,fie .e, ,Jre. fClow-up or health services.

T., arernative agency respOndenrs, o.'fer ah aver,Jgc of
fl,gerpri,. types of services to the youth and fdmriiet

they work with. either directly at the shelter or througn
an established working relationship with another agency,
e.g., healCh clinic, schools, recreation programs, and
others. Resolution of an immediate crisis situation
has a limited effect if the necessary support services
such as follow-uo family counseling, drug and alcohol
abuse treatment, education, and other services are not
available. By providing a mix of services to these youth
and/or ensuring the youth's access to such an
indiv.dualized package of services, shelter programs help
young people turn their lives around by responding to their
specific problems and needs.

Those private flexible agencies also serve their
communities by filling the gaps that occur in services. In
doing so they constitute a "wind, w" into the service
patterns and changing needs of high risk youth and
farrilie. Good trend reporting from those programs tuned to
crisis intervention gives planners and funders insight into
the t ierging issues.

'Runaway and homeless youth oroarams are_excallent swamies
gf_moblicLorivate nertnerships at the_federaL. state, ang
Community levels.Given the increasing competitivenes for
Cederal and state funds. runaway and homeless youth
shelters appear to be successful in leveraging a variety of
funding sources and other resources in order to maintain
the effectiveness of their services. Of the 156 respondents
that receive funds under the federal Runaway and homeless
fouth Act. their feder-al grants on the average represent
31.6% of their program's overall budget. A strong case can
be made that this cederal support validates the importance
of these services to other funding sources, local
local policymakers, and the overall comMurifty. Subsequent
to the enactment of the RHYA in 1974. some states --
most_ notably New York, Florida. Texas, Oklahoma and
Wisconsin have passed their own runaway and homeless
youth laws which provide additional funds to shelters. The
210 resoordents had an average of 5 other funding sources
during 1983-1984.

Private sector funds from a diversity of :orporations,
foundations. family trusts. religious and civic
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organizations and other groups support runaway and nome,._
youth servtcts in every state. But perhaps t.-,e strongest
private sector confirmation of our nation's concern about
these youth is demonstrated by the extent to which
individuals volunteer and contribute their time, money and
services. The survey showed more than $2.6 million worth
of donated in -kind time and services and an additional
810.000 plus hours of volunteer time by more than 8,400
volunteers.

The diverse funding 'lases which shelter staff and Boards of
Directors hay. worked hard to establish appear to satisfy
even the most rigorous of imperatives that runaway dnd
homeless youth programs must access the private sector and
community resources if the shelters are to continue
receiving public funds.

Additional commentary and analysis of the survey's findings
are contained in the next section. "Conclusions and
Recommendations."
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nJ:nja and

0' You' g Lrr.F le
beer thrown cut of their homes Of are freer nr:

Ly tr,,1 caent, Programf. n 1,wa and TeAa-., re,-0:t
J r 'ncrea.,e in the numbers Of homeless /Pushout youth as a

the families' economic difficulties,

'Ma'y :eiters need mOre beds; program., have been turhir.g
yout! be,au,e t'e r shelters were filled to capacity.
re.r. ar, izona shelter had no space for 1600 youth;

e,:tiLut shelter turned awa, 546 youth and a Texas
,r_.,11ram youth. Again, the National Network believes

tt, .urtLe: of "turnaways" is even higher as 607. of
'1, .e,nuruert, said they do not collez. this data.

t t htd writs for Comprehensive mental health
,ei. to r,na.av and homeless youth. Shelters in
roc state nyttd that they are more youth with

see,e nenta. realth oroblem . including drug and
abus,, suit dal _enclencs. juvenile court

:hvolement. ter,ioha, and o,ychiatric problems.

w-)gr,,r1: °I.),'oma. New York, and Wisconsin
the need for additional funds for staff and

tl ,,visportatich to serve runaway and homeless youth in
adjoining counties.

. F,deral, state, and municipal funds expended fur shelter
serviLes is money well-spent. The cost of shelter
se! vices is cheaper and more therapeutic than locking up
youth in secure detention facilities. Community-based
facilities such as runaway and homeless youth shelters are
the most cost-effective and successful methods of helping
the vast majority of high risk youth and families,
although secure detention (a lock-up, restricted
environmelt) may be necessary for those few serious
offender/violent youth who are threats to the community's
safety an well as their own,

'TW, In conjunction with other recent national studies.
suggests that only 207,-257. of the runaway and homeless
youth' .11 the United States receive service, from these
po,,gtdo and -toff that have the ability and cesIgn to work
witt these multi-problem youth.
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Conclusions: three major conclusions from the server ,eab t: t,
recommendations detailed at the end of this Se t on. Ti e ..,-.

finds that:

1.5heiter programs serving runaway. homeless, and other troubled
Youth and their families work and work well.

In the ten years since the federal Runaway and Homeless

Youth Act (RHYA) was enacted in 1974. community-based services to

runaway and nomeless youth have become more sophisticated and

responsive to the needs of these youth and their families.

Shelters have broadened the types of services they offer.

successfully competed for Public and private funds, generated

support and voluntarism in their own communities. received bi-

partisan support from Congress. and mo,t Importantly have dealt

effectively with an increasingly "at- risk" population of youth.

2. Existing shelter programs have service ar proprem needs.
implicit in the responses from the 210 agencies is the

recognition that in order to maintain and strengthen their

effectiveness, programs need more resources for specialized Staff
training, capital Improvement of their facilities. increased

capacity for more youth. adequate staff salk-ies. and additional

service components. The need for complementary services for

their existing system of services Is probably the most crucial

need In terms of having a sufficient mix of prgram responses to
the diverse and severe youth and family problems which programs

face.

3.
There are unserved and underserved communities across the nation
that need the kinds of shelter and support services offered by ru
noway and homeless youth centers.

The vast majorit) of runaway and homeless youth centers are 7
12 bed. home-like shelters. Urban programs e;:pressed the need

for additional (but not larger) facilities: rural programs

expressed the need for serving adjoining counties or onserved

communities. Estimates on the number of youth who run away for

only a few days and then return home range from 50% 60% of the

1.3 million each hear. Many of these youth do come to shelters:
1983 HH5 records show that 47.5% (26.690) of all youth sheltered

in federally funded centers were short-term runaways. Yet even

if these youth who can return home quickly are factored out.

there are more than 600.000 youth who are away from home and
vulnerable to predators on the streets unless they find safe

shelters.
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Ti -e fu'ow,n,,; , .e ma,or e,._prmehdatior
.:77 -JI-vey and from anatv_is of tne _urve,

tv tr.t." El,a:J or memt,ers, a,3

,. ', an -.r It 1,n --,`,c,b1J I

Pu,-away and Home'es- Youth Act to V,
to tr,,r, adilticr,a ,helter-1 Can he opened. existing

rograiirr can to stregtiiened to provide more Lomprehensive
5,,i,res to mk,e trout, ea yputn, and innovative trailing models

,t:att,yieS can tae tested, all with the goal o'
more famil es.

2 .=-,!ate governments ir states which do not have state runaway
and romele'.., YO.An SNO,JIU follow the leadership of New Yorm,
F.urrJa. Texas. and other states which augment private
and feuera funds to serve these youth. Another recommendation
is thd, tot (25) which have Children's Trust Funds
(state ooerateJ q.d:,i-endowment programs) for child abuse
p,eve^t._ -rJ9ro,, _Mould include adolescent abuse prevention
programs a_ a CUrrair y category. States withcut Children's Trost

'"pir",,-ft them through legislation.

J. °'e oath and Human ervices, specifically
its wOnowstrar C)r Cniidrer. Youth and Families (ACYF) ,
should L,Dnauct to harionai studies and data collection
d=t1VIt)C5 Qn -unawa, a'a homeless youth and on the other types
of y'_,otn. e.g. v,',..75 k10_5", served by the sheltwrs. The
Survey shuws a need for more information about these youth and
their fall.ite, and about prcgram models and service strategies
that work best ,r helping these youth redirect their lives. ACYF
should e0C.J3 particularly on family dynamics which foster
runaway/throwaway behavior. the numbers and causes of homeless
youth. tie ,ncidence of chronic runaways. sexual abuse, and the
need for specialized service components.

Equally as important as the gathering of this information Is the
distribution and marketing of the findings to runaway and
homeless youth boards of directors and staff, federal. state, and
)cca) policymakers, school officials, law-enforcemert Officials,
drd other concerned yr,,upt',_

4. Concerned policymakers. youth service professionals, and
others must sustain a public education/media campaign which
f_.seh tie prObirm', and needs of these troubled youth. In
order tc, s'rengther and broaJen the private sector and community
ur-kor, ,J* servc.r_,_ to these youtny, media coverage on the

and ndtIondi is neCe5s3ry fcr improving services
thve fam,Hes.
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S. Tne need for ,00rdinated and more efficie,,t ,eivi_e,. ...
crisis intervention, protective services. child welf,e,
eduCatlOh, health. Juvenile Justice, Job training, mental
health.and uthersi at the federal, state, county, and community
levels compels the National Network to recommend that Congres,
and the administration formulate and enact a "N_tional ',outh
Policy", patterned after the Older Americant Act. A Naticnu
Youth Policy would PrO,lde opportunities and protections for all
of America's youth and would serve as a valuable tool for state
and local governments to plar and administer their services to
youth and their families at the lowest possible cost. Th's
proposed concept of a national youth policy does not entail a new
billion dollar federal entitlement program. Rather, a national
youth policy will systematically coordinate existing youth
programs and policies while creating a iegiSlative framework in
which remaining needs and problems can be addressed.

1(15
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EJ-I._CGuE. THE K EEH;ND 'rMEN1_,MBER5

Trip repOrt eirn some narratie des,r rptio , al vu,
the kinds c and homeless ,htli.fteri and youth who are
served ty the 210 ayencit, that responded to our national survey.
As the rePoit dei_dileU the major results and findings from the
eight Paje c.,estionnane. a concern arose that the aggregate
number S, utugiam needs, implications. and policy recomnendation:
euulJ hlur and detia,t From out, ,z,litrol focus --the problems and
neels of -ach cif the more than 1.3 million runaway ano homeless
youth in America ea._h year.

Many readers of this report have seen the award-winning
documentary film "Streetwise" which graphically portrays the
tragic lives of juvenile prostitutes and other street kids in

Seattle. Other readeiS also have seen the series of cover stories
in Parade Magazine. articles in Readers' Digest, and feature
stories about runaways on CBS. NBC, ABC, and Capitol Cities
Television. Furthermore. millions of Americans have had first
Person experiences with runaway and homeless youth, ranging from
having a family member who was a runaway to seeing such youth
wandering aimlessly on the street.

This epilogue i,.. offered as a reminder that behind the
numbers in this _,Ludy are the individual lives and futures of a
generation of America's at -risk young people. In spite of all the
carious problems and negative situations in which these youth are
involved, they have the same personal aspirations and goals .-hat
most other youth have --a good job, a hea'thy family, a safe
p',,ce to live, and to be reSponSible, law-abiding adults.

Many of the youth counted in this survr'y are without homes
and families. A significant number of others have bounced around
in foster care, group homes, or other child welfare service
placements. Others have fled or been fo.ced out of their homes
due to serious abuse, neglect, or breakdown of the family
structure.

"T, Whom Do They Belong" poses, in fact, a rhetorical
Question. The blunt fact is that these children and youth belong
to all of us . i.e. if the necessary family support, shelter, and
other services are not available for these youth, our society
will only incur a greater economic liability in terms of paying
for the welfare. iiistitutional, law enforcement, adult homeless,
metal health, and other inescapable services and programs.
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For g"3ny of the YQUri,j peowle who ''eeis he A., 0' i u 7.J, J, -

home)r55 yOuth centers. the,r stay represents tle,
the social service,,J$0vcr.le just,Le sys,ttm,..

before they became involved with or yi_timized by more ze,
problems. While the foremost goal of runaway and rorreless your',
shelter wograms is to reunite these youth witr the rAmilitsr
we have 'earned that in many cases this is nut desirdole ur
feasible. Amet 'La 'S both a caring nation and 0 ta-J,inj
ration. Loth of these fac_t,_,'s recess, late suppoi t. 1,, -'

of Intelyertion and preventiol, sei v i es provided by lohaway and
homele.D., youth programs.
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VII. Further References

The National Network of Runaway and Youth Services receives
requests from across the country from concerned individuals who
want to know about books, magazines, and Journals which focus on
runaway and homeless youtn. The bibliography below is not
complete but rt does offer some useful resour -es.

Books

Able, T.P.,Children of the Evening. Academic Press, 1981

Arenberg, G.S.. zt.al.,Preventinq Missing c.n.'dren. Compact
Books, 1984

Berton, J., 2g You Know Where Your Children Are?. Revell, 1982

Brennan, T., et. al., The Social Psychology
Lexington 800ks,1978.

Brento,i, M.,The Runaways. Little Brown. 1978

Paienski, J.E., Kids Who Run Away. R8E Publishers, 1984.

Off Runaways.

Raphael, M., Runaways, America's Lost Youth. Drake Publications,
1974.

Richztte, L.A., The Throwaway Children. J.B. Lippincott Co., 1969

Schultz, L. ed., The Sexuai Victimoloqy of Youth. Thomas, 19/8.

Stur-. E.L.,Widenihg C.rcles. Harper 8 Row, 1983.

Wells, C.F., et. al., Self-Destructive Behavior in Children and
Adolescents. Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1981

Wooden, K., Weeping in the Playtime of (.,thers: America's
Incarcerated Children. McGraw Hill, 1976.

Magazines and Journals

Adams, G. and Munro, G.. "Portrait of the North American Runaway:
A Critical Review. Journal of Youth and Adolescence, Vol. 8,
No. 3, pp. 359-373, 1979

Farber, C., et. al.. "Violence in Families of Adolescent
Runaways., Child Abuse and Neglect, Vol. 8, pp. 295-299, 1984

Males, C., and Raskin, U.. "The Children Nobody Wants', Reader's
Piqeat. January 1984.
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Rade'. D.. "No Plc:e to Hide: A Story of Runaways. Far,:.

Magazine. February 7, 1982.

Raoer. U.. "Child on the nun: A Deepening American Tragedy."
Parade. September S. 1982.

McCall. C., "Streets of the Lost" life. July 1983.

"Runaways: A Nation,. Problem," Time, August 27. 1973, P. 57.

"An Endle-s Parade of Runaway Kids." U.S. News li Worla Repot,
January 17, 1983.

"A Nation of Runaway Kids,"Newsweek, October .8, 1982.

Englander, S.W. "Some Self- Reported Correlates of Runaway
Behavior In Adolescent Females". Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology. June 1984. pp. 484-485.

Young. R.L.. "Runaways: A Review of Negative Consequences."'
Family Relations April 1983, pp. 275-281.

Gutierres. S.E., "A Developmental Perspective on Runaway
Behavior: Its Relationship to Child Abuse." Child Welfare.,
February 1981. PP. 89-R4.

Morgan, 0.J.."Runaways: Jurisdiction, Dynmlcs, and Treatment."
Journal of Marital and Family Thera'n'., January 1982. .

PP. 121-127

Liebow. E. et. al. "Runaway Children 12 Years Later A Follow-
UP. ,Journal of Fa illy Issues. 1980., Pp. 165-188.

Government Reports and Studies

Attorney General's Task Force on Family Violence. Final Report,
September, 1884, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

"Perspectives on Child Maltreatment in the Mid 90's", Department
of Health and Human Services, Office of Human Development
Services, Administration for Children, Youth and Families,

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, :984, DHHS
Publication No. (OHM) 84-30338.

"Runaway and Homeless Youth: National Program Inspection".

Office of Inspector General, Department of Health and Human
Services, October 1983.

"Federall.' Supported Centers Provide Needed Services for Runaways
and Homeless Yoiths", Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on

Human Resources, Committee on Education and Labor. House of

Representatives, oy the U S. General Accounting Office, September
26. 1983, #GAO/IPE-83-7.
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"Cornunity-Based Correctional Programs Can Do More to Help
Offenders". Report to the Congress by the Comptroller General,
February 5, ,9131:1. #GG0-83-25.

FY 1983 Annual Report to the (,,,ogress on the Status and
AccomPlizhment6s of the Centers Funded Under the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act.Department of Health and Human Services.
Office of Human Development Services, Administration for
Children, Youth and Families. (issued February 1985).

"Homeless Youth: The Saga of 'Pushouts' and 'Throwaways' in
America", Report of the Subcommittee on the Constitution, Senate
Judiciary Committee, December 1980, Washington, D.C. Document
#68-591(..

"Oversight Hearing on Runaway and Homeless Youth Programs",
Committee Print of the Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Human
Resc rces, May 5. 1982. Washington, D.C. Document #96-633-0.

"Missing Children's Assistance Act" Committee Print of the
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Juvnile Justice, Senate
Judiciary Committee, February 7,21. a.K1 March 8, 13.21, 1984.
Document #34-463-0.

"Sexual ExPicitation of Children A Problem of Unknown
Magnitude", U.S. General Account g Office, AprIl 20, 1982.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHAIRPERSON: Linda Reppond, Alliance for Children, 'youth a-7:

Families, Seattle, Washington.

VICE CHAIRPERSON: Doug Herzog, Mountain Plains Youth Services.
Bismarck, North Dakota

cCRETARY: Liz Goldsmith, San Diego Youth 8 Community
Services, San Diego, California

TREASURER: Marsha Day, Victims Services Agency,
New York. New York

Ba-bara Scanlon

George Magrill
New Port Richey. Florida

Judith Algeo-McCarty Tabor Children's Services.
Dcylestown, Pennsylvania

Bridge Over Troubled Waters,
Boston, Massachusetts

Youth and Family Alternatives.

Steve Sperling Briarpatch,
Madison, Wisconsin

James Walker University of Oklahoma Juvenile Personnel
Training Program,
Tulsa. Oklahoma

Jim Swain United Action for Youth,
Iowa City, Iowa

Craig Christiansen The Youthworks,
Medford, Oregon

Youth Representative: Theresa Bartoldus
Runaway Youth Coordinating Council
Hempstead, New York

Caucus Representatives

Homeless Youth: Randall Mecham, Youth Advocates.
Sari Francisco, California

Rural Issues. Danny Brown
Community Runaway and Youth Services
Reno, Nevada
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Alameda, California

Executive Director: June Bucy, Washington. D.C.
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ABOUT THE NATIONAL NETWORK AND THC NATIONAL FUND FOR RUNAWAY
CHILDREN

The National Network it a nonprofit, membership
,organization of more than 500 comrounity-based shelter programs
and other agencies that serve runaway, homeless, and other

itroubled youth. The National Network started in 1974 when
concerned people across the nation became aware of the urgent
needs of children who were away from their homes and In danger on
the streets. Parents, community leaders, social worlrs, and
OtherS developed shelter programs In their Own areas to help
these youth and their families. We then organized to assist each
other's programs so that we could more effectively help these
troubled, homeless youths.

Our foremost goal now Is to Improve services and policies
which affect the lives of the more than 1.3 million runaway and
homeless youth In America. Our national office in Washington,
D.C. Informs our members and other key groups and Individuals on
the best ways of serving these youths. We promote training and
Innovative strategies for working with such "high-risk" youth and
their families to help them get their lives together.

We provide regular Information through our ncwsletter, do
special mailings, sponsor think tanks for youthworkers, and hold
en annual symposium. Our nationwide, computerized
telecommunicatiohs system enLbles youth programs to exchange
Information, research findings, and management Improvements. Cur
Public awareness campaigns through the media to L4tIzens across
the country helps them understand Just how widespread and
devestating the problems of these youth are. Finally, we monitor
Public policy which effects youth services at the national,
state, and local levels.

The National Network relies on c(rporate and foundation
grants, membership dues. and Individual donors to carry out Its
work. We apply for and use federal funds only when the needs of
the public agency match our youth services priorities.

The National Fund for Runaway Children began in 1982
following a series of articles in Parade nagaLine by Dotson Rader
which graphically described the tragic stories of runaway and
homeless street kids. These articles moved thousands of
concerned individuals and groups to volunteer their time and
donate money to help these troubled young people. Until October
1984, the National Fund was administered by Art Together, Inc.,
at which tame the National Network bec.xne the legally
responsible group.
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The National Fund pools contridutions from individual'E.
foundations. corporations. and other groups and makes yrants to
runaway and homeless youth programs. Since its inception. the
National Fund has awarded grants to 53 agencies 'r 29 states and
Washington. D.C. The National Fund also responds to thousands of
requests from the general public and the media on the problems
and needs of these youth. Finally. the National Fund provides
support for a select number of public education projects. This
report was printed and distributed with National Fund support.

The National Fund does not receive or use federal funds;
all contributions are from private sources.
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS
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The National Network is grateful to the fcllowing youth services agencies
for participating in our national survey. These 7,rograms are listed under
headings for their respective federal regions.

Region I

The Youth Shelter, Greenwich, Cr
Youth In Crisis, Bridgeport, CT
The Bridge, West Hartford, CT
Youth Consortium of TPI-RYC, New Haven, CT
Town of FramIngton, MA
New Beginnings, Greene, ME
Child 6 Family Services, Manchester, NH
TRI -CAP Group Homes, Warwick, RI

Stopover Shelters of Newport County, Portsmouth, RI
Spectrum, Burlington, VT

Region II

Crossroads, Mt. Holly, NJ
The Starting Point, Atlantic City, NJ
Project Youth Haven, P terson, EJ
Anchor House, Trenton, NJ
Together, Inc., Glassboro, NJ
Girls Club of Clifton, Clifton, NJ
Group Homes of Camden County, Camden, NJ
La Casa Youth Crisis Shelter, Newark, NJ
Covenant House/Under 21, New York City
Society for Seamen's Children, Staten Island,NY
I.'estchester Children's Association. White Plains, NY
St. Agatha Home NY Foundling Hospital, \anuet, NY
Nassau Children's Houae. Mineola. NY
Victims Services Agency, New York City
Runaway and Hol 's Youth Advocacy Project, New York City
The Center for Youth Services, Rochester, NY
Programs and Domiciles, Oneida, NY
River Haven, Poughkeepsie, NY
Oneida County CAP, Rome, NY
Runaway Youth Coordinating Council, Hempstead, NY
Programa Casa/ Centro Sister Isolina Ferre, Ponce, PR

Region III

Valley Youth House, Bethlehem, PA
Centre County You:h Services Bureau, State College, PA
Tabor Children's Services, Doylestown, PA
The Bridge,Catho'ic Social Services, Wilkes-Barre, PA
The Whale's Tale, Pittsburgh, PA
Voyage House, Philadelphia, PA
Youth Resources Center, Hyattsville, MD
Boys and Girls Home of Mortgomery County, Silver Spring, MD
Aid In Dover, Dover, DE
Oasis House /Family Services, Richmond, VA
Volunteer Emergency Foster Care, Richmond, VA
Alternative House/Juvenile Services of McLean, McLean, VA
Children's Home Society/Cherry Hill Shelter, Daniels, WV
Samaritan House, Wheeling, WV
MOVRYSC Shelter, Parkersburg, WV
Children's Home Society,Charleston, WV
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Ion III (:ont.)

Patchwork/Daymark, Charleston, WY
Children's Home Society.of West Virgina, Romney, WV

Region IV

Child and Family Services, Knoxville, TN
The Family Link, Memphis, TN
Crossroads/ Family 6 Children's Services, Chattanooga, TN
RAP House/Oasis House, Nashville, TN
Someplace Else/YMCA, Tallahassee, FL
Miami Bridge/Cael!,olic Community Services, Miami, FL
Switchboard %t Miami, *Ise: FL
Youth and Family Alternatives, New Port Richey, FL
CAS, Inc., Gainesville, FL
Youth Alternatives, Daytona Beach, FL
Crosswinds, Merritt Island, FL
Beach Place Runaway Center, Tampa, FT
Youth Crisis Center, Jacksonville, FL
Alternative Human Service t. Petersburg, FL

Sojourn, Mobile, AL
Shelby Youth Services, Ala.aster, AL
Our House/Catholic Charities, Jackson, MS
Greenville Group Hose for Boys, Greenville. MS
The Alcove, Monroe, GA
Southeastern Network of Runaway.Youth, 6 Family Services, Athens, GA
Athens Regional Attention Home, Athens, GA
YMCA Shelter House, Louisville, KY
Metro Group Homes, Lexington, KY
Brighton Center, Newport. KY
The Relatives, Charlotte, NC
Youth Care, Inc.. Greensboro, NC
Mountain Youth Resources, Cullowhee, NC
Crossroads Runaway Shelter, N. Charleston, SC
Greenhouse Runaway Shelter. Sumter. SC

Region V

Walker's Point Youth 6 Family Center, Milwaukee, WI
The Runaway Projeci. (RAP). Green Bay, WI
Bifrost, Menomonie, WI
The Runaway Bridge. LaCrosse, WI
Innovative Youth Services of Racine, Racine, WI
Lutheran Social Services of Wisconsin 6 Upper Michigan, Superior,WI

Outaganie County Youth Services, Appleton. WI

Briarpatch, Madison, WI

Pathfinders, Milwaukee, WI
Family Service Division/Catholic Social Services, Monroe, MI
Counterpoint Runaway Shelter, Inkster, MI

The Sanctuary, Royal Oak, MI.
Casa Maria, Detroit, MI
The Harbor, Port Huron, MI
Cory Place, Bay City, MI
New Life Youth Services, Cincinnati, OH
Junction Runaway Shelter, Elyria, OH
Safe Space Station, Cleveland, OH
Black Focus on the West Side, Cleveland, OH
Connecting Point, Toledo, OH
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Region V (cont.)

Cross Streets. St. Paul Youth Services Bureau. St. Paul. MN
St. Croix Valley Youth Services Bureau. Stillwater, MN
The Bridge for Runaway Youth. Minneapolis, MN
Minneapolis Youth Diversion, MN
stopover. Indianapolis. IN
Gary Youth Services Bureau, Gary, IN
Youth Services bureau Runaway Shelter. South Bend. IN
The Blue Gargoyle. alum). IL
Haven. Winnetka, IL
Youth Organizations Umbrella. Evanston, IL
Latino Youth. Chicago. IL
TLP, Chicago, IL

Region VI

Youth Services of Tulsa Comity. Tulsa. OK
TriCity Youth 6 Family Center, Choctaw, OK
Youth Services of Grady County. Chickasha. OK
Youth Services for Stephens County, Duncan. OK
Youth Services for Oklahoma County. Oklahoma City. OK
Great Plains Youth & Family Services, Hobart. OK
Okmulgee County Council of Youth Services, Okmulgee. OK
Youth 6 Family Services of Canadian County. El Reno, OK
Arca Youth Shelter, Ada. OK
Muskogee County Council. Muskogee, OK
Cherokee Nation Youth Services. Tahlequah. OK
Youth 6 Family Resource Center, Shawnee. OK
Moore Youth 6 Family Services. Moore. OK
Payne County Youth Services. Stillwater, OK
Xiamichi Youth Services/McCurtain County. Idabel, OK
Youth Services of Bryan County. Durant, OK
Northwest Family Services, Alva, OK
Johnston Marshall Count] Youth Action. OK
Le Flore County Youth Services, OK
Cleveland County Youth & Family Center. Norman, OK
Youth Service Center of North Central Okalhoma. Enid. OK
Youth Services of Osage County. Pawbuska, OK
Junior Helping Hand Home for Children. Aestin, TX
Isabel M. Elkins Emergency Shelter. Houston, TX
Children's Center/Youth Shelter. Galveston, TX
Middle Earth Unlimited. Austin. Tx
Casa de los Amigos. Dallas. TX
Teen Connection. New Braunfels, TX
Space Emergency Youth Shelter. Fort Worth. TX
Grayson County Juvenile Alternatives, Sherman. TX
Chimney Rock Center, Houston. TX
Youth Services of Brazoria, Pearland, TX
Youth Alternatives. San Antonio. TX
Runaway Hotline. Austin. TX
Youth Alternatives/The Greenhouse. New Orleans. LA
Samaritan House. Baldwin. LA
Santa Fe Shelter Care, Santa Fe, NM
New Day Runaway House. Altmouerque, NM
Youth Home. Inc.. Little Rock. AR
Stepping Stone. Little Rock, AR
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Region VII

Youth and Shelter Services, Ames, IA
Foundation II, Cedar Rapids, IA
Oasis I, Salina, KS
Synergy Hous,t, Parkville, MO

Marian Hall, St. Louis, MO.
Youth Emergency Service, University City, MO
Youth Service System of Lincoln/Lancast.tr County, Lincoln, NB
Panhandle Community Service, Scottsbluff, NB
Youth Emergency Services, Bellevue, NB

Region VIII

Salt Lake County Youth Services Center. Murray. UT
Fargo Youth Commission, Fargo, ND
Charles Hall Youth Services. Bismarck, ND
Discovery House, Anaconda. MT
Missoula Youth Homes. Missoula. MT
Tumbleweed Runaway Program, Billings, MT

Attentf.cn, Boulder, CO
Volunteers of America/Bannock Shelters, Denver, CO
New Beginnings, Aberdeen, SD
Threshold, Sioux Falls, SD
Project Youth, Sheridan, WY
Laramie Youth Crisis Center, Laramie, WY

Region IX

YMCA Project Oz, Carlsbad, CA
Youth Services, Santa Cruz, CA
Youth Advocates 9 Grove Lane, San Anr..1mo, CA
San Diego Youth Invol"ement Project, .an Diego, CA
High-Risk Youth Project, Los Angeles, CA
San Diego Youth 6 Community Services Gatehouse, San Diego, CA
San Diego Youth 6 Community Services Bridge, San Diego, CA
Gay 6 Lesbia., Community Services Center, Los Angeles, CA
YMCA Project Oz, San Diego, CA
Community Congress of San Diego, San Diego, CA
Juvenile Crisis Resolution Program, San Diego, CA
Diogenes Youth Services, Sacramento, CA
Tahoe Hum.. services, South Lake Tahoe, CA
Ya-t..s, Alameda, CA
Interface Ventura County, Newbury Park, CA
Klein Bottle Social Advocates for Youth, Santa Barbara, CA
Options House / Hollywood Human Services, Hollywood, CA

Homeless and Emergency Runaway Effort, Chico, CA
Odyssey Program of Western Youth Services, Fullerton, CA

Youth ETC, Phoenix, AZ
Yuma County Child Abuse, Yjma, AZ
Open Inn, Tucson, AZ
Hale Kipa, Honolulu, HI
Hale Opio Kaue, Koloa, HI
The Salvation Army-Hilo Interim Home, Hilo, HI
Central Oahu Youth Services Association, Haleiwa, HI
Community Runaway and Youth Services, Reno, NV
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Region

Northwest Youth Services, Bellingham, A

Thurston Youth Services Society, Olympia
Looking Glass Youth 6 Family Servcies, Eugene, OR
The Youthworks, Medford, OR
Harry's M-ther/Janis Youth Porgrams, Portland. OR
Runaway Shelter Project, Salem, OR
Bannock House, Pocatello, ID
Family Connection, Anchorage, AK
Alaska Youth 6 Patent Foundation/Alaska Youth Advocates, Atchorage,Ak
Family Focus, Fairbanks, AK
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Senator 11.4wirms. I know you participated in a recent seminar
on youth suicide sponsored by HHS. Can you tell us how many
children served by the youth shelters are depressed or suicidal?

Ms. BUCY. Probably almost all of them. Maybe not suicidal, but it
is pretty depressing to be out on your own and feel unwanted by
your family.

The data that came from the New York study was that up to 66
percent of the children had either attempted suicide or seriously
considered it. And that is one of the things in youth suicide, that
you do not seriously consider ending your life unless you .lay very
well do it. it is one of the real danger signs.

And the national network is working on a program to provide
the kind of skills for staff so that they can queotion kids and can
find out if they are that depressed. We are planning to supply
them with materials they could use with young people to ease that
hopelessness.

There are also several programs that are funded by HHS in the
runaway centers to work with suicide prevention. It is something
we take quite seriously.

Senator HAWKINS. In your judgment, are there really any ade-
quate national statistics on the number of runaway, homeless, or
exploited children?

Ms. BUCY. I do not think there really are. And I think they are
difficult to come by. But part of the difficulty has been what I re-
ferred to before as this tension between Government agencies that
refuse to use each other's definition. I think that we need to get
more complex categories, or within a category, to get some clear
definitions.

For instance, a "runaway" right now is defined as a child who
leaves his home without the parents' permission. What home?
Many children have several homes, as their parents have married
and remarried, and there are extended families and grandparents.
Also, that does not pick up at all on the children who leave institu-
tional or foster care. And I Suspect that is a very, very high
number of those children. No effort has ever been made to estab-
lish what that is.

"Homelessness" is not very clearly defined. It is a situation
where a child does not have a home to go to. Is that because they
have fallen through the cracks of the child protective or the juve-
nile justice system which, having taken them away from their
home, in some way at least tolls the parents they do not have to
worry with those bad Lids any longer? Does it include those chil-
dren who are emancipated at an early age? In some States, legally,
the State can emancipate children and send them on their own at
14 or 15 years old. Does it include children who are forced out by
their parents?

The forceout, the throwaway, is very difficult. For one thing, my
experience has certainly been the', when a child comes into a shel-
ter, to say, "Did your parents throw you away?" is a little bit of a
heavy-duty question. As children tell their stories, what happens is
they blame themselves

I talked to a young woman who was chained to a bed and beaten
with a whip and sexually abused by seven men in her family, be-
cause she was a very bad girl. She did not see them as being out-of-
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line. She did not even see them as treating her in a way she had
not deserved. She was not real sure what she had done to deserve
this, but she was quite sure that it was because she was a bad girl.
They had repeatedly told her that.

So children often do not have a very clear notion of what has
happened to them. Many of them from the staffpersons' point of
view, or a skilled person in listening to the story, will see that child
as a throwaway child while the young persons themselves, loving
their parents and wanting to return home, will not announce, "I
am a throwaway."

So I think we are going to have to get some clear definitions. I
would like definitions that are not pejorative. You know, "run-
away" sort of scapegoats the youth; "throwaway" scapegoats, the
parent. We need definitions of behavior that do not assume who
was at fault, but simply describe what is going on. We need to find
out with the missing children, how many of those are voluntarily
missing and how many are only nextdoor for a few hours. We need
also to look at the exploitation of those youth who, as the little girl
in the film, wander in and out of a very uncaring home.

This is going to be complex to do, but I do not think it is all that
difficult. And to me, the need to do it should overweigh the com-
plexities. We should all work together on getting good data.

Senator HAWKINS. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-
cy Prevention, has been promoting policies of secure detention or
staff-secure facilities to work with chronic runaways, many of
whom are involved in street crime and juvenile prostitution.

What is the national network's position on the issue of these de-
tention policies?

Ms. BUCY. We feel that locking children up has never scared
them straight. If the notion is that we are going to deter children
from running, particularly chronic runners, by putting them in a
secure place, that they will dread that so much they will not run,
or having had this experience, that they will run, again. We are
wrong. Running is a much more complex behavior than is suggest-
ed by that theory.

Runners often need to be slowed down so they can be given a
good assessment and people can understand what the problems are.
Putting them in a secure detention simply removes them, usually,
from any opportunity for real assessment, or from any work that
would come after that, along with making the child feel, "Now I
have experienced the worst, and this is not so bad. There is not
much else they can do to me"although for many children, being
locked up is depressive, and the suicide rates certainly go up in
locked facilities.

We come down very strongly on the side that good programs for
these kids almost cure the problem of kids running away. We have
many, many programs that do not have many young people that
leave--lome of them, that have no young people that leave the pro-
gram, because there is something there for them.

I have also never talked to a program providerand it was cer-
tainly true in my own experienceso many more kids self-refer
themselves to shelters than ever run away from shelters. So that if
we make them secure places so that a child cannot escape, we will
leave more children on the street because they will not bring them-
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selves into that, or the rules of the game will be so that they
cannot be self-referred.

I know it is a difficult problem. I have never encountered a child
who needs to be locked up for society's protection who has not com-
mitted a crime. It would be better to be accused of the crime if they
are drug-dealing or if they are prostituting. Those things are
against the law. Why don't the police do good police work and
accuse them of what they have done that is against the law. Lock-
ing kids up because of reasons that are vague to them is seen as
just another part of a crazy system. I think that children who have
broken the law certainly need to face the music on that, and that
we have to do good volice work. Also there are children who need,
for their own safety, good mental health services, which are very,
very difficult to come by.

Mental health services in this country have very, very high
dollar marks, and young people are excluded from those more than
any other group, for a couple of reasons.

One is that we allow young people to do things that would be
considered crazy if little kids did them, or if people in their twen-
ties did them. But somehow or other, we say, "Oh, adolescents, you
know, it is kind of a crazy time," and we let young people go right
on doing very self-destructive things. We do not have to do that.
Those children who are of danger to the,aselves do not need to be
in a criminal justice setting. They need to be in a mental health
setting. We need to provide ways that that can happen, even if the
family does not have insurance, or even if the child is a part of the
State system and cannot access the expensive care that they need.

That to me makes a whole lot more sense than a cheap way out,
designed to make the adults in the situation feel better.

Senator HAwKiNs. Do you know how many children you had `o
turn away last year because there simply was no room in the shel-
ters?

Ms. BUCY. A number was in our study, and we could get you the
exact figures. It was around 8,000 children who were turned away
because there was no room, and another 3,000, I believe, who were
considered inappropriate, usually because of mental health prob-
lems or violence, that made them unsafe in shelters.

There are sheltersTom Patania just spoke of them who never
turn kids away; they fit them in some way or otherand I think
that is great, and that is pretty much what I always did. I figured I
could stare down the licensing people just about as well as that
child could stare down the dangers on the street. But we are put-
ting our programs in jeopardy if we suggest that they exceed their
license limits.

Senator HAWKINS. Congress did recently fund a Child Abuse
Challenge Grant Program for States that establish children's trust
funds. Are runaway and adolescent programs eligible to receive
funding from these children's trust funds?

Ms. BUCY. It is our understanding that they would be eligible,
but that nobody is funding them except one program in Wisconsin.
This is a system that has grown up as a result of the advocacy of
people who have focused mostly on younger children's issues, and
prevention programs for adolescents have not been funded.
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The national network has a project working on that, too, and we
really hope to break into that system. We hope to help the chil-
dren's trust fund people increase their incomemany of them are
based on a check-off on the State income taxand we would like to
get the word around so there will be more money in those, and we
would like to access some of that money for adolescent programs.
We appreciate Senator Dodd's work on the Challenge Grants

Almost all of the child abuse statistics indicate that adolescents
are perhaps the most vulnerable and the most often-abused, and
they die almost with the same rate from child abuse as any other
group except those children under 1 year old. More adolescents, in
other words, are killed than 4- or 5-year-old children. But most
States have put them at the bottom of their priorities.

Senator HAWKINS. Well, we appreciate your contributing to this
testimony; you are a grand partner and a greet example. You know
whereof you speak. And certainly, I have had a wonderful experi-
ence working with you. We appreciate the talent, the love, and the
many, many years' experience you have brought to this job. Your
report, "To Whom Do They Belong?" should be "must" reading for
every citizen of this country prior to their watchng the evening
network of entertainment programs.

We know we have a problem, and we would like to solve it.
Thank you for your participation.

Ms. BUCY. We certainly appreciate your efforts, Senator.
[An additional statement supplied for the record follows:]
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The Southeastern Network, an organization of over 40 runaway programs in the
eight southeastern states is committed to the development and maintenance of
high quality community based services for youth and their families. The
Southeastern Network's Missing Children's Project, of which I serve as Project
Director, is designed to link existing runaway services %. th missing children's
activities. The project works on state and local levels to assess the needs of
missing children and their families and to coordinate services for them. It is
our belief that such linkages, which recognize and value both the expertise of
existing services and the enthusiasm of new services, are essential if issues as
complex as those surrounding missing children are to be resolved. It is the
necessity of these linkages, in all programming for youth and families, that I
will try to address.

There can be no doubt in the minds of the members of the Subcommittee that youth
and families in this country are in pain. Startling statistics abound on the
increasing numbers of abused and neglected children, on the incid ace of
alcoholism and drug abuse among both adults and children, and on the thousands
of children who leave their homes each month choosing the unknown dangers of the
str2ets over the known dangers of home. It is clear that youth and families
need help. It is not clear exactly what sort of help is most effective or just
who is best prepared to provide it. That is because no one person, agency, or
organization is prepared to meet those needs.

Young dple and families in trouble typically do not suffer from one problem.
Their problems compound and multiply and, if ignored long enough, the individual
and/or the family break down. To identify the straw that breaks the camel's
back as the culprit is to deny the role of all the others. Unfortunately, too
many of our human service programs make this mistake. They remove the straw and
send the patie "t home. Such simplistic remedies are as irresponsible as they
are ineffectia

When a child runs away, therd are typically a wide range of contributing
problems that, building one upon the other, lead to actually running away as a
temporary solution. When a child is abducted by a none custodial parent, *her-.
are a multitude of precipitating factors inherent in the strained relations..ps
of the custodial and noncustodial parents. To simply ssnd the runaway home or
return the abducted child to the custodial parent is to contribute to an
escalating cycle of negative behaviors and to risk a larger and more dangerous
emotional explosion in the future. Only through a concerted effort to look
carefully at individuals and families in pain, to see the problems and resources
that are not immediately visible, and to seek assistance from others, can the
pidvider. of human services begin to really help.

Runaway centers have been making such a concerted effort for the past 10 years.
Runaway centers are experts in individual and family assessment, in brokering
for resources, and in liming with relevant agencies and organizations to
improve service delivery. Runaway centers are not the solution to all the
problems of youth and families, but they provide an effective and proven model
for addressing the multiple and varied needs of people in pain.

Careful examination of a runaway center will yield five characteristics which, I
believe, are basic to the effective and responsible delivery of services. These
five characteristics could well serve as criteria for evaluation of other
programs proposing to serve youth and families.
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Small Community Based Services

Runaway centers are typically small human sized programs. Bed space is

purposefully limited to 20 or less to ensure that youth are not lost in or
threatened by the institutiolial systems of a large program. These programs are

firmly implanted in their communities. Their services arose from an express d

need in the community and through their active pursuit of community
participation in governance, programming, and service delivery, runaway centers

stay atuned to changes in community needs. Because they are small, runaway
centers are flexible, and as a result, are able to rapidly adapt as the
community changes. This flexibility and responsiveness make runaway centers
vanguards in the youth and family service field. They are outfront, sensing and

responsing to problems as they arise.

Any program purporting to serve youth and families must have a firm base inside
the community it serves, and must be small enough to be approachable. People

resist using services that don't belong to them or that are imposing in size.

Active Two-way Linkages with Other Agencies

Runaway centers recognize they do not know it all and cannot do it all. They

are simply not adenuate staff, space, or time in one agency to address the
multiple needs of youth and families. Linking, formally and informally, with

other huma service agencies, with law enforcement officials, with members of
the medical establishment, and with numerous other public and private
organizations, provide the runaway centers with an expanded range of resources.
Clients benefit from a comprehensive referral system which links them into

needed services. Agencies benefit from shared cross-training and information
sharing which prepares them to better assess and respond to client needs.

All programs working with young people and their families must establish and
maintain active linkages with other agencies. Those linkages must work in both

directions, with shared training, shared resources, and mutual respect.

Outreach

People in pain close up. Typically, they have been hurt by those close to them

and by strangers. They respond by shutting others out. They stop looking for

help and ccncentcate on defending themselves. Runaway centers recognize the

necessity of reaching out to those young people who will not call to request
service or walk through the front door. Centers have active outreach programs

which include street work, posting flyers, initiating public service
announcements, and speaking to groups of young people and parents. These

outreach programs are designed to carry runaway center services into the

community.

Programs who want to serve those in pain, must likewise recognize people's
resistance and reluctance to seek help and must develop programa that reach Olt

over those barriers.
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Treatment of Whole Persons

Runaway centers look at the presen-ing problems of youth and their families as
the beginning rather than as the end point. Center staff assume the need.' and
problems a,e larger and more complex than they appear and, Invariably, as trust
develops between the center staff and the young people and their families, these
assumptions are born out. It becomes clear that dad's unemployment has led to
his increased drinking, and that his drinking has caused him to physically abuse
his son and that the son's response has been to run away. If dad's unemployment
and drinking problem are not addressed, the son's runaway cycle will continue.
Though most runaway centers do not have inhouse alcohol treatment and adult
employment programs, most do have linkages with agencies that have such programs
and can quickly make the necessary referrals.

All programs should carefully assess the real problems of youth and families and
should be prepared to address those problems quicklyeither directly with
inhouse services or indirectly through referral.

After Care

Once the immediate crisis is resolved, it is tempting to forget about the whole
event and get back to life as usual. Unfortunately, this is impossible. Crisis
resolution is just that and nothing pore. Runaway centers recognize that a
crisis is a time of opportunity for growth and change, but, that without careful
follow-through, the gains achieved can be lost. Accordingly, runaway centers
provide after care services to youth and families. These services continue for
weeks or months after the crisis has ended and are d dgned to help the family
stabilize and practice it's new skills. Failure to provide such services,
directly or through formal agreements with other agencies, reduce the cnances of
an ultimately successful resolution of t,e problem.

Programs must recognize the need for a full range of care which reaches beyond
the resolution of the immediate crisis and mils- ensure such care is available
and is regularly incorporated into case planning.

The five characteristics listed above are common to most runaway centers and
have proven to be essential in the successes documented by those centers. The
Federal Government has supported and encouraged runaway centers in their
development and has played a major role in ensuring centers' compliance with
these and other standards. I urge the Subcommittee to remember these
characteristics when considering new programs and to measure new programs for
runaways, homeless youth, missing children and alcohol and drug abusers against
these standards. There was a reason for the success of runaway centers in
serving youth and families, and that success is replicable.
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Senator HAWK:NS. Thank you
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the subcomriittee was adjourned ]
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